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1. Introduction
The seas and coasts in Europe are becoming increasingly crowded. Direct uses of the sea range
1
from extraction of raw materials to recreation . In Europe, there is strong interest in enhancing the
2
sustainable growth of maritime economy sectors, according to the Blue Growth initiative . These
drivers lead to acceleration of conflicts of various scales and natures. Some conflicts mainly affect
local communities and are less visible at national or sea basin level, whereas others shift
consequences also beyond national borders. All these call for a multi-scalar approach to MSP and
attention to the subsidiarity principle.
Some European Union (EU) Member States (MS) possess relatively small sea areas under their
national control, and might need to deal with specific issues in the frame of their MSP process.
Some of the issues that are typical of small spaces may also become relevant for countries with
relatively large maritime jurisdictions as well. This is because such countries may choose to develop
more than one maritime spatial plan. Smaller areas may need a dedicated and more detailed
maritime spatial plan because of their geography (bays, lagoons, straits island waters, etc.), dense
3
patterns of use, specific socio-cultural characteristics or environmental vulnerability . Moreover, the
scale at which MSP plans are designed may be influenced by planning cultures and traditions, as
well as by administrative issues, including distribution of competences and responsibilities on sea
governance and related administrative boundaries within the country.

Figure 1. Discussion round at the MSP in Small Sea Space workshop

1

Tarvainen H., Tolvanen H., Repka S. 2015. How can maritime spatial planning contribute to sustainable Blue Growth in the
Baltic Sea? Bulletin of the Maritime Institute in Gdańsk 30(1): 86-95.

2

European Commission 2012. Blue Growth – Opportunities for marine and maritime sustainable growth;
https://ec.europa.eu/maritimeaffairs/sites/maritimeaffairs/files/docs/publications/blue-growth_en.pdf

3

Schaefer N. & Barale V. 2011. Maritime spatial planning: Opportunities & challenges in the framework of the EU integrated
maritime policy. Journal of Coastal Conservation, 15: 237-245.
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4

The European MSP Platform organised a two-day workshop on 15-16 March 2018 in Portorož,
Slovenia for the Directorate General for Maritime Affairs and Fisheries of the European Commission
(DG MARE) under the Assistance Mechanism for the Implementation of MSP. The topic of the
workshop was how to apply MSP in small sea spaces (see workshop program in Annex 1). The
workshop was organised in response to requests of some countries with small sea space. However,
it also targeted countries with larger sea space who may need to apply the subsidiarity principle
and multi-scalar approach to MSP, in order to cater to the needs of specific small sea spaces within
their own jurisdiction.
Based on a wide exchange of practices and interactive discussions, workshop participants
(representatives of MSP national and sub-national authorities, planners and other experts involved
in MSP – please see Annex 2) contributed to identifying specific elements that characterise MSP in
small sea spaces. Both workshop days included plenary presentations (Annex 3) followed by
discussion rounds actively involving speakers and participants, as well as working group exercises
that aimed to identify challenges and approaches that are relevant when planning for small sea
spaces (outcome of the working group exercises are structured in the tables reported in Annex 4).
5

Based on desk research, a briefing paper was produced to inform the workshop, aiming to
provide a common basis for discussion among participants. Preliminary understanding of issues
(including challenges and approaches/methods) relevant for MSP in small sea spaces identified in
the briefing paper have been confirmed, amended and enriched by the outcomes of the workshop,
leading to the delivery of this report.

4

http://msp-platform.eu/

5

http://msp-platform.eu/sites/default/files/20180228_briefingpaper_mspinsmallseaspacesworkshop.pdf
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2. Context for small sea spaces

MSP in small sea spaces

The following figure visualizes the different contexts for MSP in small sea spaces outlined by the
6
discussions held during the workshop . The first typology refers to MSP in countries possessing
relatively small sea space falling under their national jurisdiction (briefly named “MSP in small
sea spaces jurisdictions”), which was specifically addressed during the first day of the workshop.

MSP in small sea space
jurisdictions

MSP in small sea spaces
under a multiscalar approach
Areas
with no spatial overlaps

Areas
with spatial overlaps

Figure 2. Conceptual diagram illustrating different contexts for MSP in small sea spaces

The second day of the workshop focused on MSP implementation at different scales within the
same national jurisdiction, which implies elaboration of MSP plans at different levels,
including those focusing on small sea areas (e.g. hotspot areas). The preparation of these separate
plans is referred to in this paper as a ‘multi-scalar’ approach.
Plans can be developed for different sea areas with or without spatial overlap. In the first case there
is no hierarchy between the plans: they apply – with different scales and resolution - to different
areas, which are part of the same national sea space. The second case (overlaps among plans)
might involve a (factual, and in some cases also formal) hierarchy of plans: a primary level of a
large-scale plan has a secondary level of more detailed plans for smaller areas within it. This is also
referred to as a ‘nested’ approach.

6

This figure is updated from the previous version of the conceptual diagram with the workshop outcomes illustrating
different contexts for MSP in small sea spaces. The previous version was included in the workshop briefing paper and is now
available in the brief description of the introductory presentation to the Thematic Session 1 "The smaller the space, the
greater the challenge: issues and solutions for MSP in small sea jurisdictions" (see Annex 3).
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The two contexts for MSP in small sea spaces are not mutually exclusive, as the multi-scalar
approach to MSP can be relevant also for countries possessing a relatively small marine area, such
as Estonia. In this country, two legally binding pilot plans were developed at the sub-national scale,
which will be integrated in the broader national plan that is currently under preparation (please see
Anni Konsap’s presentation on Estonia case in Annex 3).
MSP in small sea spaces might pose particular challenges to MSP authorities and planners. At the
same time, a range of approaches and methods derived from existing experiences is available to
address such challenges. As described in the following chapters, some of these issues are more
relevant when dealing with MSP in countries possessing small sea space, while others might
characterise MSP in small sea space under a multi-scalar approach.
The workshop revealed that commonalities and overlaps between the two contexts are
numerous (and likely more than initially expected, as the workshop highlighted). Moreover,
the relevance of an issue also depends on the specific characteristic of the context where MSP is
applied, independent of whether MSP refers to small sea space jurisdictions or to a small sea space
created as part of a multi-scalar approach.
The workshop also pointed out that specific challenges are more evident when dealing with
multi-scalar MSP within one national context. For a given country, the application of such an
MSP approach increases the complexity on how to organise the MSP process, e.g. in terms of
number and typology of planning scales and the consequent required coordination effort. This can
be relatively easy for countries with smaller sea areas falling under their national jurisdictions.
However, here challenges might emerge when specific aspects (e.g. high concentration of maritime
uses, more potential spatial conflicts, more densely planned maritime area) are taken in
consideration. Moreover, such countries are evidently somehow more dependent on cross-border
cooperation and coordination with neighbouring countries.
During the workshop, it was also stressed that, independent of the typology of small sea space,
the scale for analysis and planning are not necessarily the same. Analysis might need to be
broader and take into account a wider geographic scope (also considering land-sea interactions),
to properly inform the real planning exercise. Indeed, approaching multiple scales and levels is an
inherent component of any planning process. A plan at any given level and resolution needs
anyhow to take into consideration connections between upper and lower planning levels,
independent of whether or not it is part of a multi-scalar frame.
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3. MSP in small sea space jurisdictions
The limited extent of sea space under national jurisdiction is a common characteristic of some EU
MSs (e.g. Slovenia, Belgium, Lithuania, and Estonia). However, the workshop discussion pointed out
that the identification of countries with sea space of limited extension is certainly a relative exercise,
as an operative definition of what is a small or a large sea space within the MSP process is not
available.
MSP in small sea space jurisdictions can have some advantages:
•

National priorities can be easier to identify;

•

One unique MSP vision for the entire national sea area can be developed;

•

Stakeholder coordination might be easier (but not necessarily, as analysed in sub-chapter
3.7);

•

The MSP process can benefit from a closer link to ICZM; and

•

Data availability can be greater as the area to be covered is smaller.

Nevertheless, having only limited space available to satisfy national demands might pose specific
challenges to the use of the sea and to the national MSP process. Such challenges mainly refer to
MSP spatial elements and are less evident when dealing with procedural aspects and the
structure of the MSP plan. For example, in the Belgian experience, the presence of many uses in a
small area gives rise to pressures, related to both multiple activities taking place in the same area,
and natural resources being limited in space and quantity. From an operational point of view,
consideration and weighting of the different values associated with maritime activities and marine
environment were identified as key methods for developing a complete spatial structural marine
7
plan for the Belgian part of the North Sea .
A list of issues (including challenges and possible approaches/methods) which are more relevant
for MSP in small sea space jurisdictions are described in the following paragraphs, some issues
being important also for the multi-scalar approach to MSP. It is worth noting that no specific
approaches have been developed at the moment for MSP in small sea space jurisdictions.
Nevertheless, some tools available for MSP in general are particularly useful for small sea spaces.
Some of them are given in the following paragraphs as examples. Additional useful experiences
8
can be also accessed through the practices database of the EU MSP Platform website .
The descriptions below integrate information acquired through desk research during the workshop
briefing paper development process with the outcomes of the various activities held during the first
day of the workshop: speakers’ presentations, discussion round and working group exercise. In
particular, during the working group exercise participants were asked to discuss, review and
complete a pre-complied catalogue of factors (challenges and approaches) that are relevant when
planning for small sea spaces falling under national jurisdiction. After the catalogue compilation,
participants were invited to rank the identified challenges: each participant used maximum three
stickers to mark the most relevant challenges according to her/his perspective. Detailed results of
the group exercise are reported in Annex 4.

7

Douvere F., Maes F., Vanhulle A., Schrijvers J. 2007. Role of Marine Spatial Planning in Sea Use Management: The Belgian
Case. Marine Policy 31(2):182-191.

8

http://msp-platform.eu/msp-practice/database
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Figure 3. Working group exercise focusing on “MSP in small sea space jurisdictions”

The graphic in Figure 4 reports the average normalised number of preferences which have been
9
assigned by the five working groups to the challenges included in the compiled catalogue . On
average “high concentration of uses and conflicts” was considered the most relevant
challenge for MSP in small sea space jurisdictions, followed by a cluster of other three
challenges (cross-border cooperation, implementation of the ecosystem-based approach and landsea interactions). “Taking in consideration the temporal variation of spatial needs (i.e. spatial
10
dynamics)” and “possibility to leave some sea space free ” were ranked as the least important.
However, it must be pointed out that the five different groups expressed quite diverse opinions in
terms of relative relevance of the identified challenges. This significant variability characterises also
top ranked issues.

9

As the five groups involved different numbers of participants, scores reported in tables included in Annex 4 were
normalised on the total number of scores assigned in each group. The normalization produced implied that each score was
divided by the total number of scores (stickers) assigned in each of the working group. The five normalised scores related to
a given challenge when then averaged. Normalised scores range between 0 (minimum value) and 1 (maximum value).

10

Based on the workshop outcome this challenge has been renamed in “possibility to leave some unplanned sea space”, as
described in sub-chapter 3.5
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Figure 4. Average normalised number of preferences assigned by the five working groups to the challenges identified for
“MSP in small sea space jurisdictions”

The order of the following descriptions of the challenges (sub-chapters 3.1 – 3.6) follows the
ranking illustrated by the above graphic. The category “Others” groups together a wide variety of
elements, most of which are specific aspects of already identified challenges and were therefore
included in their description. Besides these, workshop discussions held both during the plenary
session and the working group exercise clearly highlighted stakeholder engagement as further
issues which might assume specific characteristics in countries with small sea space. This challenge
was therefore added to the initial list and is described in sub-chapter 3.7.
3.1. Concentration of uses and occurrence of conflicts
In countries with jurisdiction over small sea space, the concentration of uses can be relatively
higher than in countries with larger sea areas. This also leads to more and more severe
conflicts. In fact, limited availability of marine space for various growing needs has been
recognised as one of the drivers for Belgium to be among the pioneers in MSP (see Steven
Vandenborre’s presentation on Belgium case in Annex 3). Due to restricted space, sectors can
encounter constraints in their development, different interests can collide and frictions with other
sectors can become more evident and difficult to manage. In this context, accommodation of all
possible maritime uses might not be feasible, calling for an MSP plan based on clear objectives and
the prioritisation of needs. The workshop discussion also underlined that high concentration of
activities can be determined not only by their high number in a given small sea space, but also as
the result of environmental constraints applying to part of the sea area. When considered in
another way, it can become apparent that densely used areas can encounter more difficulty to
11
achieve the 10% Aichi target on coastal and marine protected areas at the national level; for
example, as pointed out for Slovenia during the workshop discussion. Concentration of uses can
affect all the spatial dimensions of the marine domain (surface waters, water column, sea bed and

11

https://www.cbd.int/sp/targets/rationale/target-11/
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also air space above the sea, and sub-soil), thus posing specific challenges to MSP processes which
have to reconcile the tensions among sectors and interests in all these dimensions.

Figure 5. Belgium MSP Plan. Presentation by Steven Vandenborre

Although conflicts to be managed are similar in small and large sea areas, they may be more
difficult to solve in small sea space jurisdictions because there is often no additional space to be
used for the displacement of a particular use in a national context. Vested interests may also
attempt to influence the planning process. These factors may lead to prolonging the overall
duration of the planning process. However, skills and tools needed for planning small sea spaces
are the same as those used in countries possessing larger marine areas. At same time, the higher
density of uses may also lead to new alternative solutions: there will be more pressure on all
stakeholders to look for coexistence, synergies and multi-uses, which may even create new
economic opportunities. For example, in her presentation Lenča Humerca Šolar highlighted the
importance of looking for synergies among different sectors in Slovenia marine space (please see
presentation in Annex 3).
Available tools for conflict analysis (and formulation of solutions) become particularly relevant in
small sea space jurisdictions. Different methods have been applied and tested in several case
studies across Europe, in order to provide solutions to specific tensions between economic,
ecological and social dimensions of MSP. For example, a guidance document was prepared under
12
the COEXIST project providing a comprehensive assessment of the conflicts and synergies
between fisheries, aquaculture and other activities in the coastal zone in six case study areas
(including countries with relatively small sea spaces: Denmark, Germany, and the Netherlands).

12

Stelzenmüller V., Schulze T., Gimpel A., Bartelings H., Bello E., Bergh Øivind, Bolman B., Caetano M., Davaasuren, N., Fabi
G., Ferreira J.G., Gault J., Gramolini R., Grati F., Hamon K., Jak R., Kopke K. Laurans M., Mäkinen T., O'Donnell V., O'Hagan
A.M., O'Mahony C., van Oostenbrugge H., Ramos J., Saurel Camille, Sell A., Silvo K., Sinschek K., Soma K., Stenberg Claus,
Taylor N.; Vale C., Vasquez F., Verner-Jeffreys D. 2013. Guidance on a Better Integration of Aquaculture, Fisheries, and other
Activities in the Coastal Zone: From tools to practical examples, Ireland: Coexist project, 2013, 79pp.
http://www.coexistproject.eu/coexist-results/best-practices-guidelines.
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More examples are available on the EU MSP Platform website, such as best practices in sector
13
14
conflict management for MSP or the Adriplan conflict score tool .
In order to minimize conflicts and to build synergies, uses should be concentrated wherever
possible. There is still relatively little experience on how to integrate multiple uses and functions
that share the same space and/or time at sea. The challenge is not only to find compatible
economic activities, but also combinations between environmental protection efforts and maritime
15
uses, such as aquaculture or tourism. The on-going H2020 project MUSES (which also takes into
account results of previous projects like Maribe, Tropos and Mermaid) is developing practical
suggestions on how multiple uses can be combined in practice in European seas. Additionally,
clear identification of spatial and temporal regulation of maritime activities in the MSP plan can
improve coexistence and synergy among sectors.
3.2. Cross-border interactions and cooperation
Interactions across borders are particularly relevant for MSP in small sea space jurisdictions. The
movement of organisms across borders can influence marine ecosystem status and may also have
consequences on the availability of natural resources of commercial interest. Water circulation
across the borders influences water quality in neighbouring areas (e.g. by bringing contaminants
released from pollution sources located beyond the border). Many maritime activities have relevant
cross border implications (e.g. shipping routes, installation of cables and pipelines, etc.).
For countries with small sea areas under their national jurisdiction, these factors are
particularly significant because they can strongly influence planning options and choices.
Effective cross-border cooperation under the MSP process may be more important for them than
for neighbouring countries with more space: the former might find it useful to understand the
latter's priorities. A classic example of this is when there is a need to manage shared larger
functional ecosystems.
The question of how to achieve effective cross-border cooperation and consultation is the subject
16
of numerous projects, initiatives and studies and will also be explored in the new Technical Study
to be prepared in 2018 by the EU MSP Platform. Most notably, the HELCOM-VASAB MSP Working
Group has agreed on principles for transboundary consultation, suggesting to combine formal and
17
18
informal consultation and consultation with cooperation . The BalticSCOPE project , which
involved almost all formal MSP authorities across the Baltic Sea EU Member States, produced
various practices and follow-up recommendations on how to improve transboundary cooperation
19
on MSP and operationalize planning across borders , as well as a report highlighting obstacles
20
and enablers of cross-border MSP . More practices are expected from other projects dealing with
21
22
23
cross-border cooperation in MSP in other sea-basins (e.g. SIMCelt , SUPREME , SIMWESTMED ,
24
SIMNORAT , forthcoming MSP toolkit from the LME:LEARN project, etc.).

13

http://www.msp-platform.eu/practices/best-practice-sector-conflict-management-msp

14

http://msp-platform.eu/practices/adriplan-conflict-score-tool

15

www.muses-project.eu

16

Study on International Practices for Cross-Border MSP. EASME. 2017.

17

Guidelines on transboundary consultations, public participation and co-operation; http://msp-platform.eu/node/651

18

http://www.msp-platform.eu/projects/towards-coherence-and-cross-border-solutions-baltic-maritime-spatial-plans

19

http://www.msp-platform.eu/practices/recommendations-maritime-spatial-planning-across-borders

20

http://www.msp-platform.eu/practices/lessons-learned-obstacles-and-enablers-when-tackling-challenges-cross-bordermaritime

21

http://www.msp-platform.eu/projects/supporting-implementation-maritime-spatial-planning-celtic-seas

22

http://www.msp-platform.eu/projects/supreme-supporting-maritime-spatial-planning-eastern-mediterranean
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Indeed, the workshop discussion highlighted that transboundary projects are very important
for developing and sharing perspectives, experiences and practices of cooperation in MSP.
25
For example, Holger Janßen’s presentation highlighted that BaltSeaPlan acted as a precursor to
some spatial designations of the Mecklenburg-Vorpommern MSP plan, while Marine Markovic
informed about the opportunity offered by a new GEF-funded project on MS in Albania and
Montenegro.
Cross-border cooperation can also be supported by overarching macro-regional and sea basin
strategies and initiatives, which can provide a common environment for cooperation among MS,
thus facilitating dialogues on issues which might be difficult to approach and solve bilaterally. The
26
Study on MSP and Blue Growth and the resulting Handbook on Visions provides guidance on
these aspects.
In all cases, the suggested tools, methods and approaches can be particularly relevant for the
development of maritime spatial plans for MS with jurisdictions over a small sea area.
3.3. Implementation of the ecosystem-based approach
According to the MSP Directive, MSP should be implemented considering the frame and objectives
27
of the ecosystem-based approach (EBA) . In order for MSP to be considered ecosystem-based, the
following should hold true: aligning with ecosystem boundaries; managing for multiple benefits;
considering cumulative impacts; using best-available science and information; applying the
28
precautionary approach to deal with uncertainty; and managing adaptively .
As pointed out by the workshop debate, EBA application is in itself already challenging for any
MSP process and any country, regardless of their size. Indeed, quite different opinions on the
relevance of the EBA challenge in countries with small sea space jurisdictions emerged from the
group exercise. Although the average score of this challenge is higher than others (see Figure 4),
the five different groups scored it quite differently. This heterogeneity might also reflect
different understandings of EBA and the operational consequences it might have on the MSP
process.
The real challenge any country has to deal with is whether “preservation of ecosystem functionality”
is taken as something fundamental for the entire MSP process (in line with the EBA) or is restricted
to protected areas’ management. However, implementation of the EBA framework in MSP in small
sea space jurisdictions can be even more complex, as the MSP process should consider the
functional boundaries of the ecosystems (as well as the effect of planning decisions on adjacent
ones), which often go beyond national jurisdictional borders. Countries with small sea space
jurisdictions are therefore often heavily (if not almost completely) dependent upon neighbouring
countries for the quality of their marine ecosystems and the services they provide. Cross-border
cooperation at sub-basin and basin level is therefore particularly relevant for the implementation of
EBA.
EBA can also be particularly tricky to implement in small sea space jurisdiction with respect to
stakeholder involvement: many different actors and interests need to be considered despite the

23

http://www.msp-platform.eu/projects/supporting-maritime-spatial-planning-western-mediterranean-region

24

http://www.msp-platform.eu/projects/supporting-implementation-maritime-spatial-planning-north-atlantic-region

25

http://www.msp-platform.eu/projects/planning-future-baltic-sea

26

Maritime Spatial Planning for Blue Growth. Final Technical Study under the Assistance Mechanism for the Implementation
of Maritime Spatial Planning. 2018. http://www.msp-platform.eu/sites/default/files/20180419_published_version_.pdf

27

EU Maritime Spatial Planning Framework Directive (2014/89/EU). Art. 5.

28

https://www.cbd.int/ecosystem/
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scarcity of sea space. Moreover, EBA implementation implies integration of multiple policies and
directives dealing with this approach, which was highlighted by the workshop participants as
particularly challenging for small sea spaces.
Some approaches to integrate EBA principles in MSP have already been developed. In the Baltic
Sea, for example, several issues have been identified for consideration in MSP within the ‘HELCOM29
VASAB Guidelines for the implementation of the EBA approach in MSP’ , which have been
adopted on a voluntary basis by all Baltic Sea Region countries. In the Mediterranean, the
30
ADRIPLAN methodology
provides tools and methods based on EBA for the practical
implementation of MSP in the Adriatic-Ionian macro-region. However, these tools and guidelines
have not been adapted to the needs of small sea space jurisdictions yet. Pilot experiences focused
on specific aspects of the EBA approach can also be useful and produce outputs to inform specific
steps of the MSP process (e.g. vulnerability assessment). In her presentation about a non-EU
country practice, Marina Markovic illustrated the methodology tested in Bokakotorska Bay
(Montenegro) which aims to assess environmental vulnerability based on EcAp (ecosystem
approach) indicators and evaluate how this can provide recommendations to the marine planning
31
process (Figure 6, see Annex 3 for more details) .

Figure 6. Spatial recommendations to planning provided by the pilot project in Bokakotorska Bay – Montenegro.
Presentation by Marina Markovic

3.4. Land-Sea Interaction
The MSP Directive requires Member States to take into account land-sea interaction (LSI) during the
32
MSP process . The relevance of LSI for MSP has been extensively discussed during the MSP

29

HELCOM-VASAB 2016. Guideline for the implementation of ecosystem-based approach in Maritime Spatial Planning
(MSP) in the Baltic Sea area.

30

http://msp-platform.eu/practices/adriplan-methodology

31

See also http://www.msp-platform.eu/practices/ecap-base-marine-vulnerability-assessment-basis-msp-montenegro

32

Directive 2014/89/EU. Art. 4 (par. 2 and 5). Art. 6 (par. 2a). Recital 9. Recital 166.
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33

Conference - Addressing Land-Sea Interactions, held in Malta in June 2017 . LSI can become even
more relevant when the sea space under national jurisdiction facing the coasts is relatively small:
the implications of coastal activities on the use of marine space (e.g. space for shipping routes to
ports; space for grid connection of off-shore activities) are more intense and the impacts of
terrestrial activities (e.g. waste water discharge from urban areas) are higher.
On the other hand, LSI may be considered to be relatively easy to address in MSP for small
sea space jurisdictions, where links with ICZM are strong, or the MSP forms an integral part of the
34
35
36
terrestrial planning process (e.g. as in Lithuania , Slovenia , Montenegro – see Figure 7 or in the
37
German case of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern ). Stronger links between land and sea plans can
support the MSP process also in small sea areas which are part of a multi-scalar approach, as
illustrated by the Emilia Romagna pilot experience presented during the workshop by Andrea
Barbanti or the example of harmonised maritime and coastal pilot plan for Strunjan municipality
developed within Shape project (Figure 8) and mentioned by Lenča Humerca Šolar in her
38
presentation (see Annex 3) .

33

http://msp-platform.eu/events/msp-conference-addressing-land-sea-interactions

34

http://msp-platform.eu/countries/lithuania

35

Slovenia is developing a common spatial development strategy for the sea and the coastal zone; see Lenča Humerca
Šolar’s presentation in Annex 3 and http://msp-platform.eu/countries/slovenia;

36

Montenegro has a long tradition on coastal planning, which has often included marine activities as in the case the 2007
Maritime Domain Plan or the Montenegro CAMP project (2011-2015) which provided information to develop the Coastal
Area Spatial Plan to be adopted in the course of 2018. This ICZM-related experience is highly relevant on the initial steps the
country is taking on MSP (see Marina Markovic’s presentation in Annex 3).

37

LSI is highly relevant for Mecklenburg-Vorpommern and MSP is framed within a unique lad-sea holistic plan; see Holger
Janßen’s presentation in Annex 3 and http://www.msp-platform.eu/practices/maritime-spatial-plan-territorial-seamecklenburg-vorpommern;

38

See also http://www.msp-platform.eu/practices/technical-basis-municipal-spatial-structure-plan-strunjan
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Figure 7. 2007 Maritime Domain Plan of Montenegro, which also dealt with also dealt with some maritime activities (coastal
tourism, aquaculture, preservation of underwater cultural heritage sites and extraction of sand). Presentation by Marina
Markovic

Figure 8. Harmonised maritime and coastal pilot plan for Strunjan municipality. Presentation by Lenča Humerca Šolar
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Although many LSI issues are common to all European seas, the specific experience of LSI varies
significantly between countries, particularly in relation to physical and human geography factors.
39
The report from the MSP-LSI conference highlights several key issues for LSI, some of them of
particular relevance for small sea spaces. For example, the transect planning approach (TPA) can
be particularly useful in integrating LSI within MSP in small sea spaces. This approach focuses on
particular hotspots, where overlaps and links among maritime and land-based uses are particularly
evident and relevant. Due to their limited dimension, small sea space jurisdictions themselves
represent hotspots and the TPA might be particularly useful.
3.5. Unplanned sea space
In the briefing paper informing the workshop, this issue was differently named: possibility to leave
some sea space free of any use. Workshop participants highly debated this formulation and in
particular the use of the term “free”. In the workshop discussion and working group exercise, it
emerged that no area can be considered totally free from any uses, as some activities such as
shipping and fishery are always allowed, unless specific environmental protection measures are
applied. However, also in this latter case, the area cannot be considered as free, as subjected to a
specific allocated use (environmental protection). Based on the workshop debate, it was therefore
decided to rename this issue “unplanned sea space”. It was also noted that the portion of the
sea considered “unplanned” must be anyhow included in the initial MSP steps dealing with
stocktake and analysis of current status and possible future evolution of maritime activities. Results
of such analysis contribute to identifying the portion of the sea space that can be left “unplanned”.
The possibility to leave some sea space unplanned and not allocated to a specific use is an
important asset for MSP. It is relevant for the present (e.g. to leave part of the marine ecosystem
undisturbed, also beyond its formal protection through various spatial-based protection measures)
and also for the future to deal with different aspects of a long-term MSP perspective. In relation to
the latter issue, unplanned sea space can help respond to future – and not yet fully known - spatial
needs related to economic developments (e.g. international trade, transport and logistics, security
of energy supply, research and innovation). It can also help deal with other future uncertain
scenarios, such as those related to climate change, and consequent needs in terms of resilience
and adaptation of the socio-economic and environmental systems. Unplanned sea space is
therefore a valuable resource which is scarcer and probably more precious for countries with small
sea space jurisdictions. These countries are expected to use the sea space in the most efficient
way, to try to adequately accommodate requests coming from different maritime sectors.
Therefore, they have fewer possibilities to leave space unplanned. For example, the 2016
version of the Mecklenburg-Vorpommern State Development Programme shows that almost the
entire planning area (territorial waters) is covered by spatial designation (Figure 9). Due to
knowledge gaps, the previous 2005 version included lots of unplanned areas (Figure 10).
The concepts of co-use or multi-use of sea and ‘spatial efficiency’ are also relevant for addressing
the challenge to maintain some space free of any use. As pointed out for the following issue
(temporal variation of spatial needs), flexible and adaptive management of the marine area can also
help dealing with future uncertainty.
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Hannah Jones, Sue Kidd 2017. Maritime Spatial Planning Conference: Addressing Land-Sea Interactions. St. Julian’s Malta,
15 – 16 June 2017. Conference Report, Version of 26 September 2017. http://mspplatform.eu/sites/default/files/20170515_lsibriefingpaper_1.pdf
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Figure 9. Spatial Development Programme of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern 2016. Presentation by Holger Janßen

Figure 10. Spatial Development Programme of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern 2005. Presentation by Holger Janßen
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3.6. Spatial dynamics
Despite a low scoring by the working groups, the issue of spatial dynamics was mentioned in some
introductory presentations and in the plenary discussion. Development of the workshop briefing
paper showed that planning small sea space jurisdictions can become particularly challenging in
relation to the temporal dimension of spatial needs, determined by the dynamics of economic
sectors and natural processes. Changing intensities of human activities at sea (e.g. seasonality of
shipping traffic; future evolution of economy-driving sectors) and changing vulnerability of
important habitats (e.g. spawning grounds; resting areas for migrating species during certain
periods of the year) are examples of spatial dynamics. These are more difficult to reconcile in small
sea spaces with a high concentration of uses, with additional management needs for these
maritime regions during the implementation phase of the plan.
Simulation models for sector dynamics can provide scenarios of evolution of spatial needs and
40
effects on other sectors and the environment (e.g. DISPLACE project ). Their results can be
considered in conflict analysis, thus introducing dynamic elements. As mentioned for the issue
“high concentration of uses and possible occurrence of conflicts”, flexible regulation and
management of different maritime activities and adaptive management of the MSP plan can
help address temporal (seasonal and interannual) variation of spatial needs (i.e. Steven
Vandenborre’s presentation on Belgium case in Annex 3). Areas allocated to a specific use are not
irreversible but can be re-allocated if priorities and objectives change.
3.7. Stakeholder engagement
Stakeholder engagement did not belong to the pre-compiled list of challenges for MSP in small sea
space jurisdiction MSP. However, three working groups identified the issue, although with a low
priority score (see tables in Annex 4). Thus, one can note that participation can be particularly
challenging and intense when dealing with MSP in small sea space jurisdictions due to the high
concentration of maritime activities and thus occurrence of (also very local) conflicts. On the
other hand, small sea space jurisdictions may have some advantages in relation to stakeholder
engagement techniques, as it is usually easier to access stakeholders who may also know each
other and are located in the same place.
The challenge of engaging stakeholders with conflicting interests is not only relevant for countries
with small sea space jurisdictions, but applies also to small marine areas which are part of a multiscalar approach. However, some elements are specific for countries with limited coastlines and
small sea space under national jurisdiction. As emerged during the workshop discussion, these
countries might struggle with balancing interests of local coastal communities and the vested
interests of other stakeholders who act on a broader scale (across a sea space and/or inland
space), simply because the sea and coastal spaces are more limited and can hardly accommodate
“new users”. On the other hand, as addressed in the next chapter, the multi-scalar approach to MSP
can lead to a particularly complex process, as dealing with different planning scales implies the
involvement of stakeholders at different levels (from national to local).
The focus on coastal waters, which is typical of MSP in small sea space jurisdictions, is expected to
trigger the attention of a higher number and wider variety of stakeholders who form the
coastal community (including representatives of civil society as well as individual citizens). In such
cases, local stakeholders’ interests can be higher than for MSP in an offshore area, where a more
“professional” and expert-based participation is expected. For example, in his presentation (see
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Annex 3), Holger Janßen informed that both versions (2005 and 2016) of the MecklenburgVorpommern MSP plan, which is only covering territorial waters, received a quite high number of
comments during the consultation phase. Such strong interest might also be determined by local
cultural and traditional factors, which contributes to a greater sense of ownership for marine areas
which are frequently used for work or recreation. Anni Konsap (see her presentation in Annex 3)
highlighted that main conflicts in the area around Hiiu island and Pärnu Bay (two areas in Estonia
covered by legally binding pilot plans – see Figure 11 for the second pilot plan) arise between new
(offshore wind energy) and old-traditional (fishery) uses.
However, a more complex and demanding stakeholder engagement effort can also result in a more
effective (and for some aspects more manageable) process. This might include wider data and
information sharing, definition of clearer objectives and identification of clearer priorities, stronger
effort in looking for synergies and/or greater support to the finally adopted MSP plan.
Effective and inclusive engagement of local stakeholders – including citizens - might require long
timescales and dedicated resources, iteration of engagement steps and more informal processes
(e.g. focus groups, working groups, informal interviews, web-based dialogue platforms) than those
used at the national or regional level. Maps and web-based tools might be particularly useful to
capture the attention of non-expert stakeholders and collect their input in a structured way. Other
examples of tools and guidelines that might be useful to improve stakeholder engagement are
reported in sub-chapter 4.3.

Figure 11. Planning proposal for Pärnu Bay. Presentation by Anni Konsap.
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4. MSP in small sea areas as part of a multi-scalar approach
Based on the characteristics of the sea space under national jurisdiction (e.g. dimensions,
geographic features, intensity of uses, presence of vulnerable areas, synergies between uses,
administrative issues) national MSP authorities may decide to adopt a multi-scalar approach to MSP
and prepare distinct plans for different marine areas. The multi-scalar approach includes a
variety of situations: different areas can spatially overlap or not; different plans can be under the
responsibility of the same or different authorities; and there can be a hierarchical relationship
between plans. When a multi-scalar approach is applied to areas covered by plans at different
levels (e.g. a national overarching plan for the entire sea space and sub-plans for some sub-areas
included in this space), this is also referred to as a nested approach.
41

This variety of possible situations is reflected in EU countries , for example:
•

In Sweden, three distinct plans for separate areas, covering the territorial sea from 1 nm
outward of the base line and the EEZ, are under preparation by the same national authority;
while coastal regions also have the right to prepare their plans up to 12 nm (see Carl
Dahlberg’s presentation in Annex 3);

•

In Poland, one plan covering almost the entire sea space and additional separate local
plans for lagoons and ports are under preparation (with no hierarchy between these plans),
in the future also the “large” plan can be limited in space and if necessary its parts can be
replaced with more detailed plans;

•

In Estonia, two legally binding MSP pilot plans have been adopted for two small sea areas
(the area around Hiiu island and Pärnu Bay), which now need to be integrated into the
overall Estonian plan that is currently under preparation (see Anni Konsap’s presentation in
Annex 3);

•

In Germany, there is no hierarchy between the different plans; e.g. in the Baltic Sea the
plan prepared by Mecklenburg-Vorpommern for its 12 nm zone (and equally for the
Schleswig-Holstein) is not under a hierarchical order of the plans prepared by the Federal
Government for the EEZ in the Baltic and North Sea (see Holger Janßen’s presentation in
Annex 3);

•

In Finland, the national MSP process has identified four planning areas bringing different
regions together (including the EEZ and territorial waters), while territorial waters are also
part of the planning mandate of coastal municipalities, with overlap among different levels
(see Tiina Tihlman’s presentation in Annex 3);

•

In the UK, the preparation of marine plans is the responsibility of the respective
governments within the UK. For example, Scotland has prepared the Scotland’s National
Marine Plan, which provides a single framework for managing Scotland’s seas. This plan will
be supplemented by eleven Regional Marine Plans - two of which two have been
developed so far - prepared by the Marine Planning Partnerships;

•

In Italy, national guidelines for the preparation of maritime spatial plans have been recently
finalized and three plans are going to be developed for three distinct marine areas, with the
possibility to also develop small scale, nested plans for hotspot sub-areas;
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Information on these MSP processes is available on the countries section of the EU MSP Platform: http://mspplatform.eu/msp-practice/countries
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•

In France, the National Strategy for the Sea and the Coast (NSSC) was adopted in 2017;
each of the four French maritime regions are called to elaborate a strategic document
(Stratégie de Façade Maritime) under the coordination of a national level methodological
guideline (see Laurent Courgeon’s presentation in Annex 3).

In addition, plans for small sea areas can be developed independently from formal MSP processes.
For example, the Scottish Sustainable Marine Environment Initiative (SSMEI), which was initiated by
the Scottish Government to inform the debate on how to improve the management of Scotland’s
marine and coastal waters, has promoted the development of pilot plans for four Scottish marine
42
43
44
45
areas: the Firth of Clyde , the Shetland Islands , the Berwickshire Coast and the Sound of Mull .
46
The Pentland Firth and Orkney Waters MSP pilot plan has been developed by Marine Scotland,
Orkney Islands Council and Highland Council to test the sub-national statutory process, which
showed pilots are a highly flexible tool to introduce MSP at the local level (see Shona Turnbull’s
presentation in Annex 3).
The links between the plans developed under the same multi-scalar process may be different
in nature. They could include a national strategy (e.g. the Portuguese National Ocean Strategy
47
2013-2020 ), national guidelines for vertical and/or horizontal coordination of plans (e.g. the Dutch
48
Policy Document on the North Sea 2009-2015 ), and/or a national integrated plan (e.g. the Irish
49
strategy Harnessing Our Ocean ; the Dutch Integrated Management Plan for the North Sea
50
2015 ).
In all these different cases, specific challenges are posed to the use of the sea and to the MSP
process in the small sea areas. Some of the issues identified for MSP in small sea space
jurisdictions - implementation of EBA, LSI, cross-border interactions (across administrative
borders within the same country) and stakeholder engagement - are challenging also in the
context of MSP in small sea areas, as part of a multi-scalar MSP approach. For example, the
existence of administrative borders (at sub-national level within the same country) and the limited
dimension of planned areas, might pose difficulties for the integration of EBA within MSP. Indeed,
the EBA issues did not emerge as one of the major points during the workshop discussion, as seen
in Figure 14. The workshop discussion underlined that in a multi-scalar perspective, EBA should be
considered at all levels (see for example Figure 12). However, in some cases the role of the local
level in implementing this approach might be less relevant than the role played at wider scales (see
for example the French case presented by Laurent Courgeon – Annex 3). The workshop discussion
and in particular the working group exercise also highlighted the importance of LSI aspects when
dealing with MSP at the local level; characteristics of these challenges are similar to those reported
in sub-chapter 3.4.
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http://www.clydemarineplan.scot/
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https://www.nafc.uhi.ac.uk/t4-media/one-web/nafc/research/document/marine-spatial-planning/simsp/shetland-islandsmarine-spatial-plan-SIMSP-fourth-edition-2015.pdf
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http://www.gov.scot/Topics/marine/seamanagement/regional/activity/SSMEI/latest-news
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https://www.argyll-bute.gov.uk/soundofmull
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http://www.gov.scot/Topics/marine/seamanagement/regional/activity/pentlandorkney
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http://www.msp-platform.eu/practices/national-ocean-strategy-2013-2020
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http://www.msp-platform.eu/practices/policy-document-north-sea-2009-2015
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http://www.msp-platform.eu/practices/strategy-harnessing-our-ocean-wealth
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Figure 12. Need to take “functional boundaries of the ecosystems” into account in the Emilia Romagna MSP pilot exercise:
the area of attention for the protection of marine mammals and turtles extended beyond regional boundaries. Presentation
by Andrea Barbanti

Other issues identified for small sea space jurisdictions - concentration of uses, sea spatial
dynamics, and possibility to preserve some sea space unplanned - might be more easily addressed
when small sea spaces are part of a multi-scalar approach to MSP within one country’s sea space. In
fact, spatial needs in one sub-area can be shifted to other sub-areas under the same national
jurisdiction (e.g. re-locating natural protected areas or free space). When this is not feasible, these
challenges remain, and could be addressed through the approaches suggested in the previous
chapter.
In addition, specific issues (including challenges and ways to address them) may be identified for
planning small sea areas as part of a multi-scalar approach. A list of these is provided in the
following sub-paragraphs. It is worth noting that specific tools have not yet been developed for
MSP in small sea areas under a multi-scalar approach. Nevertheless, some tools available for MSP in
general can be used for these types of small sea spaces. Some of these tools are given in the
following paragraphs as examples. Additional useful experiences can also be accessed through the
51
Practices database of the EU MSP Platform website . As in the case of small sea space jurisdictions,
the effectiveness of these tools for MSP in small sea spaces needs to be verified and adjustments
are probably needed.
As in the case of MSP in small sea space jurisdictions, the descriptions below integrate information
acquired through desk research during the workshop briefing paper development process with the
outcomes of the various activities held during the second day of the workshop: speakers’
presentations, discussion round and working group exercise. In the latter activity, participants were
divided in four groups and performed activities similar to those implemented in the first day of the
work, focusing in this case to multi-scalar approach to MSP. Detailed results of the group exercise
held during the second day of the workshop are reported in Annex 4.
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Figure 13. Working group exercise focusing on “MSP in small sea areas as part of a multi-scalar approach”

The graphic in Figure 14 reports the average normalised number of preferences which have been
52
assigned by the four working groups to the challenges included in the compiled catalogue . The
category “others” in the graphic below refers to additional challenges which were identified and
scored by the working groups. These additional challenges are not homogenous among groups,
thus it was only possible to express an average score for the whole category.
Clearly, “Integrated governance” was scored as the most important factor when dealing with
multi-scalar approach to MSP. This factor is directly connected to the other two challenges
that received a high score in the ranking exercise: “Integrated planning process” and “Multiscalar stakeholder engagement”. Indeed, the workshop discussion significantly focused on these
three issues, highlighting that they are all essential to address mismatch among different plans,
and are expected to be implemented in parallel. Topics considered to have less relevance or as
less critical included “implementation of the EBA,” “data coherence and resolution” and
“identification of hot-sport areas.”

52

As the five groups involved different number of participants, scores reported in tables included in Annex 4 were
normalised on the total number of scores assigned in each group. The normalization produced implied that each score was
divided by the total number of scores (stickers) assigned in each of the working group. The five normalised scores related to
a given challenge when then averaged. Normalised scores range between 0 (minimum value) and 1 (maximum value).
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Figure 14. Average normalised number of preferences assigned by the four working groups to the challenges identified for
“Multi-scalar approach to MSP”

The order of descriptions of challenges (sub-chapters 4.1 – 4.5) follows the ranking illustrated by
the graphic in Figure 14. The category “Others” groups together a wide variety of elements, which
have been considered as specific aspects of previously identified challenges; therefore these
elements are integrated in the challenge descriptions.
4.1. Integrated governance
Planning small sea spaces as part of a multi-scalar approach requires good integration among all
actors involved, both vertically (e.g. among actors dealing with large scale strategies or plans and
sub-plans) and horizontally (e.g. among actors involved in plans of different sub-areas). Enabling
integration of concerns and interests across sectors, between governmental levels and/or between
government and stakeholders, implies adequate knowledge of the implications, requirements and
planning criteria for the various individual sectors. Therefore, it is important that MSP processes can
proactively resolve spatial conflicts and promote spatial synergies. To achieve this, MSP needs to
promote integrated governance by activating dialogue with actors involved at all levels
(please see also the following sub-chapter on multi-scalar stakeholder engagement).
The workshop underlined the essential role that integrated governance can play to address
mismatches across different scales. Indeed, integrated governance and multi-level stakeholder
engagement is highly relevant also in the case of a single national plan, to properly take into
account motivations and interests coming from different levels.
An appropriate institutional and policy framework benefits effective MSP implementation under a
multi-scalar approach by:
•

Building a multi-level governance scheme for MSP and management, covering the
national to the local level (vertical integration) and across different local levels
(horizontal integration);

•

Connecting different governance and management schemes in order to ensure consistency
for the implementation and monitoring of the system of plans developed; and
24
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•

Seeking agreement across government agencies with competing and sector-driven
views on the marine domain. This issue is relevant to any MSP process, regardless of the
adoption of a multi-scalar approach, and it may be more difficult than finding agreements
between governments at different scales. For instance, while procedural rules form the
basis of institutional arrangements between national and regional governments, the interdepartmental processes to deliver policies may be less clear.

As one response to the above issues, national jurisdictions often establish a central coordinating
53
authority , which can be supported by a multi-level coordination body or committee, as for
example the Italian technical committee involving Ministries and Regions, coordinated by the
54
Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport or the national coordination group involving coastal
55
regional councils and the Ministry of the Environment in Finland .
Pilot plans can play a very useful role in shaping multi-governance and cross-governance
schemes and testing them on operational MSP issues (see for example Andrea Barbanti’s
presentation in Annex 3). Practices on integrated governance can be also capitalized by other
56
closely related processes, such as ICZM (e.g. referring to frames set-up by some Mediterranean
countries to implement the Protocol on Integrated Coastal Zone Management in the
57
Mediterranean ).
4.2. Integrated planning process and coherence of plans
The plans prepared under a multi-scalar approach should be coordinated and coherent in terms of
objectives, methods (e.g. involvement of stakeholders), assumptions (e.g. continuation of shipping
routes) and provisions. Coordination and coherence should be guaranteed both vertically with
the overarching plan (e.g. under a nested approach), and horizontally among the different
neighbouring/overlapping sub-plans (see the example of Finland in Figure 15; Figure 29 in
Annex 3 also provides a clear picture of hierarchy of land use plans in Finland, which also include
planning mandate on territorial waters).
Challenges in vertical and horizontal coordination are different. For example, ensuring coherence
of spatial provisions of different horizontal plans might be difficult due to the need to reconcile
different priorities for maritime development in different neighbouring marine areas.
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Hassan D., Kuokkanen T., Soininen N. (Eds.) 2015. Transboundary Marine Spatial Planning and International Law.
Routledge 2 Park Square, Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon OX14 4RN. ISBN: 978-0-415-73970-2.
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http://msp-platform.eu/sites/default/files/download/italy_05.04.2018.pdf
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See Tiina Tihlman’s presentation in Annex 3
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http://msp-platform.eu/events/msp-conference-addressing-land-sea-interactions
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Figure 15. Vertical and horizontal integration is an evident need in Finland. Left: coastal regional councils and municipalities
including territorial waters; Right: MSP areas of Finland. Presentation by Tiina Tihlman.

The workshop participants debated some cases where national interests do not match with subnational and local ones, hindering vertical integration. Indeed, the challenge might be even
wider and related to mismatch among motivations and ambitions of stakeholders acting at
different scales (see for example the outcome of the working group exercise condensed in the
tables included in Annex 4), as further addressed in following paragraphs. Coordination and
integrated governance (see sub-chapter 4.1) are key factors to address mismatch among different
scales of planning.
In addition, coherence of methods (e.g. stocktaking assessment, scenarios development,
stakeholder engagement, etc.) might be more challenging when dealing with different planning
levels, under a nested approach (e.g. activating local stakeholders in a small area can be very time
and resource demanding). In the case of hierarchically linked plans, coherence must be ensured at
various levels, from visions and objectives to plan measures.
Timing is also an important factor, which needs to be coordinated especially under a multiscalar approach. For instance, alignment of timing was indicated as one of the more relevant
challenges to improve coherence among the Swedish national MSP plan and the inter-municipal
joint plan for territorial waters developed in northern Bohuslän region (see Carl Dahlberg’s
presentation in Annex 3). Aligned timing with closely related policies, such as MSFD, would also
facilitate a better integration of these policies (see for example Figure 16 extracted from Laurent
Courgeon’s presentation). However, this was seen as a big challenge due to different timelines and
reporting requirements for both directives.
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Figure 16. Integration of French MSFD and MSP schedule. Presentation by Laurent Courgeon

Developing a common vision and/or strategy, including identification of common values and
strategic interests/objectives, for different planning areas can provide a base for
coordination of plans under a multi-scalar approach. For example, in France the elaboration of a
shared vision for 2030 is considered an important driver for the identification of strategic targets
and the elaboration of marine plans at sub-national levels (see Laurent Courgeon’s presentation in
Annex 3). A common vision allows for a systematic approach to MSP that considers a larger marine
ecosystem that crosses boundaries between different planning areas (either overlapping or not). A
vision might be particularly useful when the maritime sectors' development in one area may
influence the maritime environment in another, and there is a need to find consensus. On the other
hand, development requirements of a certain sector need coherence in planning certain aspects in
58
neighbouring areas (for example shipping lanes, underwater cables) , and the development of a
joint vision can help in this regard. Visions may also facilitate cross-border cooperation and
implementation of EBA in the case of small sea space jurisdictions (see chapter 3, and sub-chapter
3.2 specifically).
The ‘Handbook on Visions’ - prepared within the framework of the Technical Study: MSP for Blue
59
Growth’ by the EU MSP Platform - can support planners in developing such future visions. It is
worth noting that a small sea area might need a specific vision and detailed management
objectives, and coherence with a larger scale vision and broader strategic plans must be ensured
(e.g. see Andrea Barbanti’s presentation on Emilia Romagna (Italy) case in Annex 3).

58

See for example the Mecklenburg-Vorpommern MSP plan presented by Holger Janßen (Annex 3). Collaboration with the
neighbouring Schleswig-Holstein Laender was essential to agree on same designations with same specifications, e.g. for
shipping routes. These two laenders also agreed on a cable connection for a Schleswig-Holstein offshore wind farm which
would be routed through Mecklenburg-Vorpommern waters.
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Planning under a multi-scalar approach requires an integrated stocktaking assessment of the
entire planning area. This should be coherent with the more detailed sub-area assessments.
Ensuring coherence of stocktaking at different scales not only implies data coherence (see subchapter 4.4), but also coherence of methods, indicators and approaches between the different
planning processes.
Shared tools can improve the coherence of stocktaking among different plans under a multi-scalar
approach. Many tools are available for integrated assessment in general, and particularly for
cumulative impacts assessment. A roundtable on this topic was organized in early 2018 by the EU
60
MSP Platform . Among the available experiences of integrated, multi-scale assessment, the NEAT
tool (Nest Environmental status Assessment Tool Methodology) developed under the DEVOTES
61
project can be mentioned. The central principle in the NEAT method is a hierarchical, nested
structure of spatial assessment units (SAU) and habitats. The order of these hierarchies is such that
the assessment begins with the hierarchically nested SAUs. This tool can help to determine how
pressures from human activities and climatic influences can affect marine ecosystems and identify
indicators available to assess biodiversity, specifically in a nested approach context. However, it
should be noted that the uptake and concrete use of these tools in the real and formal MSP
processes is still very limited, stressing the importance of improving factors that can support the
transfer of research-based tools to real MSP practice.
4.3. Multi-scalar stakeholder engagement
A multi-scalar approach to MSP calls for specific tools to engage with stakeholders at different
levels. Engaging stakeholders at the national level generally requires a more formal approach, with
specific methods (e.g. formal meetings, circulation of official documents). Instead, stakeholders at
the local level (including local representatives of sectors, NGOs, etc.) would require more direct
and informal, but highly efficient methods (e.g. focus groups, working groups, informal interviews,
web-based dialogue platforms, informal fora). For a multi-scalar planning approach to be
successful, interactions and exchanges between groups at different levels (from national to
local and the other way around) or among different sub-areas (horizontal dimension) must be
ensured.
Planners and stakeholders generally involved in MSP at diverse scales might have different
values, motivations, ambitions and interests, which translate into different objectives. For
example, Shona Turnbull’s presentation (see Annex 3) on MSP in the Pentland Firth and Orkney
Waters highlighted the relevance of taking in consideration the intrinsic value people place on their
coast and marine area. Identification of common values is also an important baseline for the intermunicipal joint plan for territorial waters developed in northern Bohuslän region in Sweden (see
Figure 17 and Carl Dahlberg’s presentation in Annex 3).
During the workshop, this subject emerged as one of the greatest challenges for multi-scalar
stakeholder engagement, which also has an important relationship with integrated governance
and integration among different plans. Some national motivations can be difficult to understand
and accepted by local communities, while these communities can struggle to bring their concerns
to the attention of the national level. Therefore, achieving a correct balance of interests of
stakeholders acting at different scales is a key issue to deal with in the multi-scalar approach to
MSP, including a clear understanding and balanced representation of the different levels of power,
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and avoiding under- or over-estimation of degrees of power (see for example conflicts with local
communities in Estonia illustrated by Anni Konsap in her presentation – Annex 3). Although not in
all cases, a poor mutual understanding of different values and motivation might create an
additional challenging element due to lack of trust between stakeholders acting at different scales.
As suggested for countries with small sea space, an adaptive planning approach including various
iterations of the stakeholder engagement process and transparent identification of MSP benefits
and constraints (at the various planning levels) might lead to better understanding and
reconciliation of different interests.

Figure 17. Common values for the Bohuslän region in Sweden. Presentation by Carl Dahlberg

Some examples of tools to support multi-scalar dialogue are available. For instance, a Latvian
capacity building effort, which pays special attention to all stakeholders including smaller groups
62
with limited resources and capacities , or the web application Boundary-GIS Geoportal that was
developed within the BaltSeaPlan project, could support stakeholder involvement. The web
application allows any kind of stakeholder to view the current planning status of an area and to
63
comment upon them. The user can do so without any specific IT skills . As pointed out in other
parts of this report, the operational use of these and other tools in a real MSP process need to be
tested and accurately verified, considering specific implication related to multi-scalar aspects.
Practices for multi-scalar engagement and cooperation in a national MSP context can be also
capitalized from cross-border (cross-country) experience. Recommendations have been developed
64
65
66
under the PartiSEApate , Baltic SCOPE as well as the BaltSpace projects. In particular, the
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PartiSEApate Handbook on multi-level consultations in MSP provides a series of insightful checklists
of tasks that MSP organizers should perform at different stages of the MSP process with
67
stakeholders at multiple levels . Moreover, visual communication tools can be useful to explain key
68
MSP-related issues to stakeholders with simple language; an example is the video produced by
BaltSpace illustrating integration challenges in MSP in a clear and visual-based way.
4.4. Data coherence
Under a multi-scalar approach, data with different resolutions and characteristics need to be
collected, in the frame of different planning processes with different aims; however, data should
provide a coherent picture of interactions among the planned areas. Small sea spaces might rely
on better data, but generally more detailed data are needed to support more detailed/higher
resolution planning. When dealing with local MSP plans, detailed data and information are also
needed to respond to very specific requests coming from local stakeholders, as for example
highlighted by Anni Konsap in her presentation about the two pilot plans elaborated in Estonia (see
Annex 3). In any case, coordination and coherence between nested plans and large-scale plans as
well as among neighbouring plans will improve if they are all based on the same data.
Despite not being specific to small sea spaces, some experience is available on data sharing
initiatives. In fact, most countries are making efforts to develop evidence strategies for MSP and are
considering options for MSP data infrastructures, including the creation of GIS databases to support
the MSP process. In some cases, this is under development in the context of a multi-scale MSP
process. Fully operational MSP portals and GIS databases include for example those of the UK
(England, Scotland) and to some degree Germany, Belgium and the Netherlands. Other countries
are developing, or are planning to establish, GIS MSP portals (Cyprus, Denmark, Estonia, Finland,
69
France, Greece, Ireland, Latvia, Lithuania, Portugal and UK (Northern Ireland)) . Data portals can
provide the opportunity to zoom in on small areas and obtain detailed data on the area of interest.
70
For example, the Welsh marine portal also includes data for small sea areas .
These methods would still need to be tailored to be fully exploited in small sea spaces, for example
by developing operational and functional links between national and sub-national data
infrastructures for MSP, as well as adopting common procedures to homogenise data. Indeed, the
workshop discussion pointed out that the process towards improved data coherence could
move in two directions, from national to local (top-down) and the other way around (bottomup). The discussion held during the workshop and some of the speakers’ presentations (see for
example Andrea Barbanti’s and Shona Turnbull’s presentations in Annex 3) highlighted that
bottom-up/local level experiences might be very useful to form a solid information baseline which
might even be useful for the upper scale MSP process. Existing nationally structured processes for
data collection and management can be capitalized by MSP, such as MSFD efforts which might be
useful to tackle some environmental and EBA aspects of MSP.
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4.5. Identification of hotspot areas
A crucial step under a multi-scalar approach to MSP is the identification of hotspot areas for which
small scale plans are needed. Geographical features (e.g. bays, lagoon, straits, island waters),
distribution of maritime activities (e.g. high concentration of uses of the sea – see for example
Figure 18), ecosystem vulnerability (e.g. hotspots of biodiversity, nursery/recovery areas for natural
populations), and intensity of land-sea interactions are all possible criteria to be considered for
identifying hotspot areas to be addressed by a detailed plan. The workshop discussion
highlighted the relevance of an integrated use of all these criteria. However, although these
factors are surely relevant in the identification of hotspot areas, it clearly emerged that multi-scalar
approaches and the scale at which different MSP plans are designed are in many cases
defined by administrative aspects, following the distribution of competences and responsibilities
on sea governance and related administrative boundaries within the country.
So far there are no commonly agreed criteria at EU level on how to identify hotspot areas. In any
case, the subsidiarity principle shall always be applied: planning should deal with spatial
71
challenges at the lowest possible level . This principle plays an important role in determining
the allocation of responsibilities and roles among the different levels (and among different subareas): each level should be able to develop its own area-specific implementation plans for the
72
specific marine area of competence . In reality, the inter-connections between different levels are,
however, quite diverse and not always clearly specified.

Figure 18. Distribution of number of uses in the Emilia Romagna marine space. Presentation by Andrea Barbanti
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5. Ways forward
MSP in small sea space is both a challenge and an opportunity
The implementation of MSP in small sea spaces might pose some challenges, in particular when
dealing with multi-scalar planning of the sea. At the same, it might provide an opportunity for a
more efficient MSP process, due to a number of factors:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Small sea spaces might rely on better data and wider data availability.
LSI aspects may be easier to address as the MSP process is more closely linked to land
planning and ICZM.
MSP in small sea spaces enables concrete problems to be better addressed.
Under a multi-scalar approach, MSP in small sea spaces can provide the opportunity to
bring relevant local issues and expectations into the national debate.
Some aspects of stakeholder engagement might be easier (e.g. direct and informal
interaction with stakeholders, involvement of stakeholders who already share common
values and principles, etc.) and participation of stakeholders can be adjusted to their needs,
although multi-scalar stakeholder involvement might be really challenging.
Planning at the small scale offers the chance to concretely investigate measures to improve
coexistence of different sectors and for multi-use of the sea space. However, a more
detailed and higher resolution plan also requires more resources and time.

Difference is in process not in the method
MSP in small sea spaces requires a similar methodology and follows the same planning cycle as in
the case of large sea spaces. The difference is, however, in the planning process, which must take
into consideration the challenges and opportunities listed in this chapter, including issues of scale,
timing and combination of top-down and bottom up approaches. This might result in the need for
specific resources and skills for planning small sea spaces. For the same reason, some integrative
instruments like visions and road maps can be of crucial importance in planning small sea spaces.
Scales do matter
The workshop discussed two contexts for MSP in small sea spaces: (i) MSP in countries possessing
relatively small sea space falling under their national jurisdiction, and (ii) MSP in small sea areas as
part of a multi-scalar approach.
A plan at any given level and resolution needs anyhow to take into consideration connections
between upper and lower planning levels, independent of whether or not it is part of a multi-scalar
frame. This is rather evident for multi-scalar MSP within one given country, as vertical integration
across scales and horizontal coordination (across administrative borders within the same country)
among different neighbouring/overlapping sub-plans are essential components of such an
approach.
Scales do matter also for MSP in countries possessing small sea areas under their national
jurisdiction. Ecological and socio-economic interactions across national borders are particularly
relevant as they can strongly influence planning options and choices within the country. Therefore,
links to the upper level (i.e. sea basin or sub-basin scale) and cross-border cooperation are highly
important for MSP in those countries; as to provide the relevant strategic information to planners
enabling them to make the right decisions.
Commonalities and differences
The workshop revealed that there are commonalities between the two considered contexts of MSP
in small sea spaces. They are not mutually exclusive, as the multi-scalar approach to MSP can be
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relevant also for countries possessing a relatively small sea area. They also share some common
challenges, but also clear differences. The workshop pointed out that specific challenges are more
evident when dealing with multi-scalar MSP. The implementation of this approach within a country
tends to increase the complexity of the MSP process, which has to take different planning scales
into account and therefore provide the required coordination effort. For MSP in small sea
jurisdictions, challenges mainly refer to the intensity of some spatial aspects (e.g. high
concentration of maritime uses, occurrence of spatial conflicts, more densely planned maritime
area), while in the case of multi-scalar approach to MSP the main challenges are due to the nature
of integrated governance.
Multi-scalar planning is the main challenge
The importance and complexity of vertical integration among different planning scales (from local
to national and even to transnational level where relevant) were greatly discussed during the
workshop. “Integrated governance”, “Integrated planning process” and “Multi-scalar stakeholder
engagement” are all key elements of multi-scalar planning and shall be implemented in parallel to
address mismatch among different planning scales. Indeed, MSP provides a great opportunity to
foster the inter-scale and cross-sector dialogue, and to build the needed trust and transparency
among different actors. Mutual understanding of the diverse values, motivations, ambitions and
interests of the different planning scales emerged as one of the greatest challenges for multi-scalar
MSP. There is still much room for improvement, but MSP processes already represent a good
starting point. Pilot MSP experience can play a great role in shaping multi- and cross-governance
schemes and testing them on operational MSP issues.
Top-down and bottom-up approaches
Inter-scale interactions might occur in two directions - top-down and bottom-up – which are not
mutually exclusive. Overarching vision and strategy at the upper scale can provide a common base
for the coherent implementation of MSP in small sea areas as part of a multi-scalar approach. More
detailed analysis at the local scale can be very useful to form a solid information baseline which
might be transferred to the upper scale of the MSP process. Pilot experiences at the local scale
allow great flexibility in approaches, and can provide a good opportunity to shape and test new
solutions for MSP challenges. Working at the small sea scale allows national interests to be
interpreted at the local level and to scale-up interests and ambitions of local communities. A very
relevant question is how interplay between “top-down” and “bottom-up” processes can be
strengthened and virtuously exploited.
Timing is an important issue
Timing of different planning processes is another important factor. The ideal case would be that
different plans are developed together, either within a multi-scale approach or across countries. As
this is never the case, timing of different MSP processes need to be aligned as much as possible.
This is obviously more difficult to achieve across different countries than within one national
jurisdiction. It is therefore more relevant for countries with small sea space.
Aligned timing with closely related policies, such as MSFD, is also important, even to facilitate
better integration of different marine related policies. This in turn is easier to be achieved within
countries with small sea space and in turn more complex under one country operating a multiscalar approach.
MSP multi-scalar systems are different
The multi-scalar approach to MSP includes a variety of situations: different areas can spatially
overlap or not; different plans can be under the responsibility of the same or different authorities;
and there can be a hierarchical relationship between plans. When a multi-scalar approach is
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applied to areas covered by plans at different levels (e.g. a national overarching plan for the entire
sea space and sub-plans for some sub-areas included in this space), this is also referred to as a
nested approach. The links between the plans developed under the same multi-scalar process may
be different in nature. Notwithstanding these differences, the workshop discussion confirmed that
in many cases significant effort is or shall be dedicated to develop clear interplay process and to
foster the inter-level and cross-sector dialogue.
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Annex 1 - Workshop program
The workshop on Maritime Spatial Planning in Small Sea Spaces took place over the course of two
half-days at Portorož (Slovenia) on 15-16 March 2018. The workshop program is included in next
pages.
The workshop was opened by Valentina Mabilia, Policy Officer at the “Blue Economy Sectors,
Aquaculture and Maritime Spatial Planning” unit of EC DG MARE, and Peter Bossman, Mayor of
Piran. Emiliano Ramieri, Focal Point of the EU MSP Platform for Eastern Mediterranean, introduced
the objectives, structure and main contents the workshop, with particular reference to day 1. The
first day focused on MSP in countries possessing relatively small sea areas under their national
jurisdiction. Five speakers illustrated challenges and experiences about MSP in small sea space
jurisdictions, providing input for the following discussion round which also actively involved
workshop participants. The entire session was coordinated by Jacek Zaucha, Focal Point of the EU
MSP Platform for the Baltic Sea. Day 1 ended with a working group exercise aiming to identify
challenges and approaches that are relevant when planning for small sea spaces falling under
national jurisdiction.
The second day of the workshop focused on MSP in small sea areas as part of a multi-scalar
approach and was structured similarly to day 1. Angela Schultz-Zehden, Contract Lead Manager of
the EU MSP Platform, provided an introductory presentation on governance issues relevant when
planning at multiple scales. Five other speakers illustrated challenges and experiences about the
multi-scalar approach to MSP and were engaged in a discussion round with workshop participants.
The entire session of day 2 was coordinated by Angela Schultz-Zehden. The day 2 program
continued with a working group exercise involving participants in the identification of challenges
and approaches that are relevant when dealing with a multi-scalar approach to MSP.
Brief descriptions of speakers’ presentations are included in Annex 3, while the outcome of the two
working group exercises are summarised in the tables included in Annex 4.
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Annex 2 - List of participants
Last name

First name

Affiliation

Country

Abdulla

Ameer

European Topic Centre for Spatial Analysis

Spain

Abspoel

Lodewijk

Ministry for Infrastructure and Water Management

Netherlands

Aleksieva

Snezhina

Bulgarian Ports Infrastructure Company

Bulgaria

Aydin

Mustafa

European Environment Agency

Denmark

Barbanti

Andrea

CNR-ISMAR

Italy

Bassan

Niccolò

University IUAV of Venice

Italy

Bocci

Martina

EU MSP Platform

Italy

Campos

Bruna

European Commission

Belgium

Campostrini

Pierpaolo

CORILA

Italy

Centrih Genov

Tina

Institute of the Republic of Slovenia for Nature
Conservation

Slovenia

Courgeon

Laurent

French South Atlantic directorate of the sea

France

Dahlberg

Carl

Tillväxt Norra Bohuslän

Sweden

De Grunt

Lisa Simone EU MSP Platform

Germany

Detant

Anja
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Belgium

Filjak-Juracic

Tina

Ministry of Construction and Physical Planning

Croatia

Gee

Kira

Helmholtz Zentrum Geesthacht

Germany

Giupponi

Barbara
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Greenhill

Lucy

EU MSP Platform

United
Kingdom

Humerca Šolar

Lenča

Ministry of the Environment and Spatial Planning

Slovenia

Ivanov

Ivan

Bulgarian Ports Infrastructure Company

Bulgaria

Janßen

Holger

Ministry of Energy, Infrastructure and Digitalization
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern

Germany

Kastelic

Emilija

JZP Izola

Slovenia

Konsap

Anni

Estonian Ministry of Finance

Estonia

Korlaet

Ariana

Croatian Institute for Spatial Development

Croatia

Laurencic

Valentina

Ministry for the Environment and Spatial Planning

Slovenia

Lazic

Marija

Maritime Institute in Gdansk

Poland

Mabilia

Valentina

European Commission

Belgium

Machado

Paulo

Directorate General for Maritime Policy (DGPM)

Portugal

Malacic

Vlado

National Institute for Biology

Slovenia

Manea

Elisabetta

University IUAV of Venice

Italy

Marković

Marina

UNEP-MAP PAP-RAC

Croatia
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Affiliation
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Croatian Institute for Spatial Development
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Mezek

Slavko

RRC Koper

Slovenia
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VASAB Secretariat

Latvia

Obid

Mojca

JZP Izola

Slovenia

Palmowski

Tadeusz

University of Gdansk

Poland

Psuty

Iwona

Maritime Institute in Gdansk

Poland

Ramieri

Emiliano

EU MSP Platform

Italy

Schultz-Zehden

Angela

EU MSP Platform

Germany

Škerlič
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Slovenia
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Slovenia
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Kai

Federal Maritime and Hydrographic Agency

Germany
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France

Turk

Robert

Institute of the Republic of Slovenia for Nature
Conservation

Slovenia
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Shona

Highland Council

UK

Urtane

Inguna

Ministry of Environmental Protection and Regional
Development, Department of Spatial Planning

Latvia

Vandenborre

Steven

Marine Environment Division of the Directorate General
of Environment of the Federal Public Service (FPS)
Health, Food Chain Safety and Environment

Belgium

Vassilopoulou

Vassiliki

Hellenic Centre for Marine Research

Greece

Waldmann

Clare

EU MSP Platform

Germany
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Annex 3 - Presentation summary
This annex of the report provides the summaries of the 12 presentations delivered during the two
sessions of the workshop on Maritime Spatial Planning in Small Sea Spaces.
The workshop was opened by Valentina Mabilia, Policy Officer at the “Blue Economy Sectors,
Aquaculture and Maritime Spatial Planning” Unit of EC DG MARE, and Peter Bossman, Mayor of
Piran, who welcomed participants. Peter Bossman explained that although Piran is a small
municipality it hosts a relevant number of maritime uses and he expected the workshop to provide
good examples about how to plan and manage activities in small communities. He concluded his
welcome message with the motto “Small is beautiful and allows you to do big things”.

Figure 19. Opening session: Valentina Mabilia, Policy Officer at the Maritime Spatial Planning Unit of EC DG MARE on the
left and Peter Bossman, Mayor of Piran on the right.
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Thematic Session 1 "The smaller the space, the greater the challenge: issues and solutions for MSP
in small sea jurisdictions" - coordinated by Jacek Zaucha, Focal Point of the EU MSP Platform for the
Baltic Sea.
Emiliano Ramieri - Maritime Spatial Planning in small sea areas
Emiliano Ramieri, Focal Point of the EU MSP Platform for Eastern Mediterranean, introduced the
workshop objectives, structure and main contents, with particular reference to thematic session 1.
As illustrated in the briefing paper of the workshop, two main typologies of MSP in small sea spaces
can be identified. The first refers to countries with relatively small sea areas falling under their
national jurisdiction, as for example Slovenia, Belgium, Lithuania or Estonia.
The second typology refers to small sea areas which are included in a wider geographic scope and
that may need a dedicated and more detailed MSP plan, in the frame of a ‘multi-scalar’ approach.
This typology of plans can be developed for different sea areas with or without spatial overlap. In
the first case there is no hierarchy between the plans. The second case involves a (factual and
sometimes formal) hierarchy of plans and is also referred to as a ‘nested’ approach. The first day of
the workshop focused on the first typology of MSP in small sea areas, while day 2 focused on the
second. Both sessions of the workshop offered opportunities to discuss challenges, advantages,
and approaches suitable for MSP in small sea spaces.

MSP in small sea
space jurisdictions

MSP in small sea
spaces

Areas with no
spatial overlaps
MSP in small sea
space under a
multiscalar approach
Areas with spatial
overlaps

Figure 20. Initial version of the conceptual diagram illustrating different contexts for MSP in small sea spaces, successively
modified based on workshop discussion (see Figure 2). Presentation by Emiliano Ramieri

Emiliano Ramieri illustrated specific issues that are expected to characterise MSP in small sea space
jurisdictions: (i) High concentration of maritime uses, implying higher risk of conflicts but also
opportunity for multi-use; (ii) Higher difficulty in managing temporal variation of spatial needs, as
for example seasonality and future evolution of distribution/intensity of maritime activities or
change in vulnerability of habitats; (iii) Scarcity of free marine space to accommodate current (e.g.
to leave part of the marine ecosystem undisturbed) and future (e.g. to accommodate future uses)
specific needs; (iv) Relevance of land-sea interactions and strong link between MSP and land
planning and ICZM; (v) Ecosystem based approach being a general challenge for MSP, but even a
greater challenge for small sea spaces; (vi) Relevance of cross-border cooperation for small sea
space jurisdictions.
The presentation ended with information about the workshop structure (see Annex 1) and a list of
questions aiming to stimulate the discussion among participants.
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Lenča Humerca Šolar - The challenges of small sea spaces: towards a maritime spatial plan for
the Slovenian waters
Lenča Humerca Šolar, from the Slovenian Ministry of the Environment and Spatial Planning,
presented the MSP process in Slovenia. Slovenia has jurisdiction on a small sea area and short
coastal line. Other elements characterising the Slovenian MSP context include: high number of
traditional and new maritime activities in such small sea space, strong emphasis on environmental
protection, still fragmented approach to the management of maritime sectors and relatively weak
tradition in MSP, responsibilities on MSP-related issues shared among the national and local levels,
and strong links with terrestrial planning highlighting the high relevance of LSI for the country.
Concerning the latter, Slovenia is developing a common spatial development strategy for the sea
and the coastal zone. Relevant uses occurring at sea include: blue biotechnologies although still at
a nascent stage, short and deep sea shipping, coastal and maritime tourism, cruising, fishery,
aquaculture, preservation of underwater cultural heritage sites and nature protection. High
concentration of uses implies occurrence of conflicts, but also the need to look for synergies, in
particular related to: aquaculture vs port and anchorage areas, aquaculture vs fishing reserve,
fishing zone vs international waterway, bathing waters vs international waterway.

Figure 21. Slovenian sea space is characterised by high concentration of traditional and new maritime uses. Presentation by
Lenča Humerca Šolar

Preparatory and analytical phases of MSP process are progressing and will be completed by end of
2018. Next steps will deal with the effective and formal planning phase, including the SEA
procedure, to be completed by mid-2020., followed by the implementation phase that will
commence after 2021. The main goal of the MSP process is to draw up a harmonised maritime and
coastal spatial plan for Slovenia, also including the following issues: (i) establishment of a good
planning and implementation structure based on co-operative relationships at different levels
(international, national and sub-national) and engagement of different stakeholders; (ii) application
of a common ecosystem-based and SEA approach; (iii) identification of issues to be tackled within
the macro-regional (Adriatic-Ionian) and/or sea basin (Mediterranean) context.
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Marina Markovic - MSP in Montenegro: building on the pilot experience of Bokakotorska Bay
Presentation by Marina Markovic - UNEP-MAP Priority Action Programme Regional Activity Centre
(PAP-RAC) - focused on long-standing tradition of Montenegro on integrated coastal planning and
its relevance on initial steps Montenegro is taking on MSP, based also on the pilot experience
developed in Bokakotorska Bay. Montenegro has jurisdiction on a relatively small sea area (around
2
2,500 km ) and a coastline with limited extension (about 293 km). There is a long-standing practice
of land use planning, which has often included marine activities occurring closely to the coast; for
example, the 2007 Maritime Domain Plan also dealt with coastal tourism, aquaculture, preservation
of underwater cultural heritage sites and extraction of sand. Montenegro CAMP project (20112015) provided wide information to develop the Coastal Area Spatial Plan, to be adopted in the
course of 2018. The Plan identified the so-called setback zones representing another example of
LSI analysis in the country. The setback zone is required by the ICZM protocol of the Barcelona
Convention as a zone of minimum 100 m from the coastline where construction should be
prohibited or severely limited. Montenegro assessed the application of different types of setback
zones (e.g. strict enforcement of the 100 m rule, areas where exceptions could be possible, areas
where 100 m is not enough for example due to expected impacts of sea level rise, etc.) along its
coasts. MSP is a new challenge to be framed in this existing context.
A pilot project was developed in Bokakotorska Bay to test a methodology aiming to assess
environmental vulnerability, based on EcAp (ecosystem approach) indicators and to identify related
2
planning needs. Bokakotorska Bay is a small marine area of 89 km with high concentration of
maritime and coastal uses and good coverage of data needed for the analysis. Steps of the tested
methodology are: (1) assessment of the value of environmental components (habitats); (2)
assessment of impacts on each environmental component of different activities; (3) assessment of
the vulnerability of each environmental component to the impacts of each considered activity; (4)
evaluation of the integrated vulnerability, providing a map showing which areas are more
vulnerable to the highest number of activities; (5) identification of recommendations for planning of
different sea areas.

Figure 22. Bokakotorska Bay pilot project: evaluation of the integrated vulnerability. Presentation by Marina Markovic

Marina Markovic’s presentation ended with the identification of some MSP challenges for
Montenegro, including: integration of MSP with other marine-related policies and directives (WFD,
MSFD, etc.), stakeholder engagement in the early phase of the MSP process and limited availability
of capacity to deal with MSP. A recently 2-years GEF-funded project provides the opportunity to
improve capacity building on MSP in Montenegro, as well as in Albania.
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Steven Vandenborre - Belgian MSP: a smaller area, as many claims
Steven Vandenborre, from the Belgian Marine Spatial Planning Unit, reflected on the long-standing
experience of Belgium on MSP. Within the context of the North Sea, the Belgian sea space can be
2
considered very small with a size of about 3,500 km . The MSP process in Belgium was driven by
both top-down and bottom-up factors. The first refers to the evolution of the international and
European relevant legislation culminated with the EU MSP Directive 2014/89, which applies to any
country independently on the size of its sea space. Bottom-up drivers represent one of the reasons
for Belgium to be a pioneer in MSP: there is little sea space for many growing needs.
The MSP process in Belgium can be roughly outlined in four main steps: (i) development of a
preliminary draft MSP plan; (ii) submission of the preliminary draft plan to an advisory committee;
(iii) development of a draft MSP plan alongside with SEA (including consultation) and socioeconomic consultation; (iv) adoption of the MSP plan by Royal Decree. In terms of procedural
aspects some slight differences are expected between small and large sea space countries. If large
sea areas must be planned, supplementary steps may be needed for example to deal with subareas, leading to greater coordination requirements. Thus, MSP in small sea areas may be easier in
that respect. On the other hand, in the latter case more time might be needed to deal with a higher
concentration of issues (e.g. conflicts among uses), but composition of the planning team is
expected to be similar.
No fundamental differences among small and large sea countries are to be expected in terms of
the structure of the MSP plan. Main elements of the plan are common: stocktake; long-term vision
for spatial uses; clear economic, social and ecological objectives, including indicators, measures,
funding, instruments and actions to implement the spatial plan. Plenty of data are available on
Belgian maritime area. However, in case of larger areas not all details need to be specified at the
same level, with effects on data requirement.

Figure 23. MSP procedure in Belgium. Presentation by Steven Vandenborre

Differences depending on the size of the sea space might be more evident when dealing with
spatial aspects of the MSP plan. Higher concentration of uses can occur in small sea spaces
potentially determining more spatial conflicts, thus resulting in a more densely planned maritime
areas. However, the same can also occur for hotspot areas which are part of a larger MSP plan
(multi-scalar approach), as in the case of marine areas close to the coast.
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Holger Janßen - The experience of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, a Spatial Development Plan in
Germany
Holger Janßen, from the Ministry of Energy, Infrastructure and Digitalization of MecklenburgVorpommern (Germany), illustrated a sub-national perspective to MSP in small sea space. The
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern MSP plan covers the territorial sea falling under the responsibility of this
Federal Land, which is approximately 300 km wide and extends to the external limit of 12 nautical
miles. The marine planning system in Germany does not imply hierarchy among plans, thus the
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern MSP Plan shares its borders with other two not-overlapping German
marine plans (EEZ and Schleswig-Holstein territorial sea ones) and with Polish sea space.
Collaboration and agreement on common solutions is highly important. There is no a real agreed
border between Mecklenburg-Vorpommern and Schleswig-Holstein; collaboration was essential to
agree on same designations with same specifications, e.g. for shipping routes. These two federal
states also agreed on a cable connection for a Schleswig-Holstein offshore wind farm which would
be routed through Mecklenburg-Vorpommern waters. Connection points for offshore wind farms
located in the German EEZ were also agreed between the federal plan for this zone and the
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern plan for the territorial sea. Collaboration was also essential to find
common solutions for shipping lanes and nature conservation with Poland. Formal consultation is
supplemented by informal MSP fora, as a working group involving all German MSP authorities or a
German-Polish spatial planning committee; these allow for constant exchange of ideas and visions.

Figure 24. Land-sea holistic plan for Mecklenburg-Vorpommern. Presentation by Holger Janßen

The first Spatial Development Programme of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern that included MSP
stipulations dates back to 2005, while the second one came out in 2016. In the first version a
pragmatic approach was applied, planning what was at the time known and leaving some
unplanned areas due to knowledge gaps. In the 2016 version, almost the entire area is covered by
spatial designation. The 2016 plan is much stricter and has more regulations than 2005 one. LSI is
highly relevant for Mecklenburg-Vorpommern and maritime spatial planning is framed within a
unique land-sea holistic plan. This for example highlights connections among shipping lanes, ports,
highways and railways or between protected areas at sea and on land.
Finally, in his presentation Holger Janßen stressed that stakeholder participation can be quite
challenging in small sea space. A high number of statements to the draft version of the
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern MSP plan (approximately 2,100 for the first plan and 520 for the
second) were received. This is related to the geographic scope of the plan which focuses on coastal
waters, which is expected to trigger more attention of coastal communities than offshore sea.
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Anni Konsap - Maritime spatial planning in Estonia: challenges and solutions for planning
small sea areas
Anni Konsap, from Estonia Ministry of Finance, discussed the peculiarities of MSP in her country,
reflecting in particular on the recent experience of two MSP pilot plans. Compared to other EU
countries, Estonia possesses a relatively small sea area. At the same, due to a high number of
islands (about 2,200), its coast is significantly long, making Estonia “a small but also a great marine
country”. The formal process of Maritime Spatial Planning at the national level has taken its first
steps only recently. However, the country can rely on the experiences of two legally binding pilot
plans developed at the sub-national level, specifically in the area around Hiiu Island and in Pärnu
bay. Compared to other EU countries the Estonian marine environment does not experience high
pressures. Main conflicts arise between old and new uses, as highlighted by the above-mentioned
pilot plans.

Figure 25. Geographic scope of two legally binding MSP pilot plans in the area around Hiiu Island and in Pärnu bay.
Presentation by Anni Konsap.

The pilot plan on the area around Hiiu Island was adopted in 2016 mainly to respond to the need of
offshore wind energy development. There was a strong opposition by local communities, in
particular to defend their traditional way of life. The adopted MSP plan, which includes large areas
designated to offshore wind energy production, has been taken to the court by these communities.
In the case of Pärnu bay pilot plan, main conflicts were between offshore wind energy developers
and fishermen. Although not clustered in structured organisations, about 80 fishermen were able to
strongly oppose the plan, pointing to areas where their grandfathers used to fish and where they
wanted to continue fishing in the long term (an issue of inheritance to them).
Both cases highlight that MSP in small sea areas might require the analysis of very detailed
information and deal with very specific requests coming from local stakeholders. The detail of data
that should be available is therefore great. Besides this challenge, MSP in small sea spaces can
provide the positive opportunity to bring relevant local issues and expectations into the national
debate and discuss them in order to reach a common view and understanding of local needs. This
would improve the democratic accountability of the planning process. It is expected that once such
virtual process is fully implemented, all participating parties will hopefully accept an MSP plan.
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Thematic Session 2 " Coordinating different scales and different areas: experiences of a multi-scalar
approach to MSP" - coordinated by Angela Schultz-Zehden, Contract Lead Manager of the EU MSP
Platform.
Angela Schultz-Zehden - Governance issues in planning at multiple scales: experiences across
Europe
Angela Schultz-Zehden, Contract Lead Manager of the EU MSP Platform, provided an introductory
presentation to the second day of the workshop, focusing on MSP in small sea spaces as part of a
multi-scalar approach. The spatial subsidiarity principle foresees that planning should always be
done at the lowest appropriate level building on a clear distribution and definition of roles and
responsibilities in MSP among different levels (from local to international). In reality, the interconnections between different levels are, however, quite diverse and not always clearly specified
yet, as can be illustrated by the following different examples of multi-scalar approach to MSP: (1)
Sweden - the MSP national authority is preparing three plans on the marine area extending from
the 1nm line (from the baseline) to the EEZ, while coastal regions have the right to plan territorial
waters (overlap among plans); (2) Poland – one plan covering almost the entire marine area, with
additional separate local plans for lagoons and ports (no hierarchy among plans); (3) Baltic Sea area
in Germany – three different MSP jurisdictions (EEZ – national level; Mecklenburg-Vorpommern and
Schleswig-Holstein – sub-national level) with no overlap and hierarchy among plans; (4) Estonia two pilot plans developed at the sub-national level by local authorities (the area around the Hiiu
island and Pärnu bay) and one national plan currently under development (overlap among plans);
(5) Finland - the national MSP process has identified four planning areas bringing different regions
together (including the EEZ and territorial waters), while territorial waters are also part of the
planning mandate of coastal
plans and new planning areas); (6)
S t R U C t U Rmunicipalities
e S & P R o C e S S e S R(overlap
e q U i R e d t oamong
d ay t o
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Scotland – the National Marine Plan provides an overarching framework at the national scale, while
11 regional plans - of which two have been developed so far - shall deal with detailed planning
(hierarchy among plans). These examples provide a wide variety of situations; plans can overlap in
space or not, be under the responsibility of different authorities or of the same one, imply hierarchy
(nested approach) or not, have different historical pathways or have different requirements in terms
of participation. developed by BaltseaPlan partners: Facilitated by appropriate structures and processes at
subsidiarity:

with at lowest possible level
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Figure 26. Different roles and responsibility in MSP. Presentation by Angela Schultz-Zehden.
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A crucial step under a multi-scalar approach to MSP is the identification of hotspot areas for which
detailed plans are needed. This can be based on geographic characteristics of the approached
area, distribution of maritime activities, vulnerability of the ecosystem and other locally relevant
criteria. In many instances multi-scalar approaches are related to administrative boundaries. Issues
and challenges related to MSP in small sea areas as part of a multi-scalar MSP approach include:
implementation of EBA (as ecosystems spread over the different scales), data coherence and
especially integrated governance (vertical and horizontal axis of cooperation) as well as questions
on the various levels of coherence among plans (e.g. in terms of objectives, methods, assumptions,
provisions, timing, etc.). Possible approaches to deal with some of these issues include:
development of a common vision, integrated stocktake and common understanding of issues,
integrated assessment and use of common tools as well as multi-scalar stakeholder engagement.
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Andrea Barbanti - The pilot experience of Emilia-Romagna Region: a case study toward the
Italian maritime spatial planning approach
Andrea Barbanti, from the Institute of Marine Sciences of the Italian National Research Council,
presented the MSP pilot experience developed within Ritmare project (funded by the Italian
Ministry for University and Research) in close collaboration with Emilia Romagna Region in the
marine area facing such region. This area is intensely used and includes a wide variety of activities:
tourism, yachting, activities of Ravenna commercial port, small scale fisheries, shellfish aquaculture,
gas extraction and military use.
The MSP analysis followed the following steps: (i) update of the assessment of previous projects, (ii)
analysis of expected trends of maritime activities, (iii) analysis of conflicts and synergies as well as
cumulative impacts, (iv) definition of a common vision and related objectives, (v) identification of a
portfolio of spatial measures, (vi) elaboration of an integrated scenario. Sectors departments and
services of the Emilia Romagna Region were engaged along the different steps. According to the
developed vision, tourism is seen as the pivotal use for the economic development of the study
area, ensuring it also acts as promoter of other economic sectors and does not compromise the
natural resources supporting the regional economy. A portfolio of spatial measures has been
identified referring to: coastal defense, decommissioning of oil and gas offshore platforms,
development of offshore wind farms, fishery and aquaculture, environmental protection and
management of areas used for military purpose. These measures have been integrated into a
managed development scenario aiming to develop maritime uses, reduce conflicts, exploit
synergies and reduce impacts on ecosystems.

Figure 27. Managed development scenario for the marine area of Emilia Romagna Region. Presentation by Andrea Barbanti.

Based on this pilot MSP experience, Andrea Barbanti identified a number of issues relevant when
dealing with MSP in small sea spaces under a multi-scalar approach. High concentration of uses
requires high resolution planning which demands detailed data. A specific vision and clear
management objectives are needed; however coherence with larger scale visions and wider
strategic plans must be ensured. The interaction of stakeholders might be more intense at the scale
of small sea area, but also more manageable. Land-sea interactions are very important and
operative coordination between plans on land and at sea may be easier at this scale. When
applying EBA functional boundaries of ecosystems must be taken into consideration, which also
implies the assessment of impacts of locally based measures at a larger scale (e.g. on highly
vulnerable species as marine mammals and turtles) and the extension of some measures to such
larger scale (e.g. protection of nursery areas). Planning at the small scale offers the chance to
investigate opportunities for multi-use of the sea space, as in the case of oil and gas offshore
platforms to be decommissioned and potentially converted toward multi-use in the marine area of
Emilia Romagna Region.
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Laurent Courgeon - MSP in the Southern Atlantic Region of France and its coordination with
planning at the national level
Laurent Courgeon, from the Interregional Directorate Southern Atlantic, discussed the French
multi-scalar approach to MSP, referring in particular to the Southern Atlantic Region. The National
Strategy for the Sea and Coasts (NSSC) adopted in February 2017 encompasses both MSP and
MSFD. Its objectives also include: the integrated management of the land-sea interface, the
development of sustainable blue economy and the ecological management of coast and sea.
French marine space is divided in four regions: Eastern channel and North Sea, Northern Atlantic,
Southern Atlantic and Mediterranean Sea. Each region is regulated by a strategic document
(Stratégie de Façade Maritime) under the responsibility of maritime and regional prefects and the
national level supervision. A methodological guideline has been produced at the national level to
support the elaboration of such strategic documents.
The elaboration of a shared vision to 2030 is an important step in the process, driving the
identification of strategic targets and the elaboration of marine plans. Different institutions are
involved in the validation of the NSSC and the related Stratégie de Façade Maritime. The Ministry in
charge of maritime affairs has the duty to ensure coherence of strategic documents at national
scale, consult the National Committee for Sea and Coastline and report to European Commission.
Coordinating prefects at the regional level must ensure consultation with stakeholders gathered in
the “Conseil maritime de façade”. All together the Ministry in charge of the sea, the Ministry in
charge of foreign affairs and coordinating prefects have duties to inform neighbouring countries
and to ensure coherence with their respective plans.
Relevant ecological elements (ecological stakes) are identified at the national level. They are
defined as marine ecosystem elements that must be maintained in a good status or has to be
restored. In each marine region (including Southern Atlantic one), sub-areas characterised by
homogenous ecological elements are identified and related pressures are listed; ecological issues
are also mapped. Relevant socio-economic issues (socio-economic stakes) are identified at the
regional level, capitalizing previous works done at different scales. In this frame, vocation maps
have been produced assigning priority sectors and functions to each identified sub-area.

Figure 28. Vocation map of the Southern Atlantic Region. Presentation by Laurent Courgeon.

Based on the French – Southern Atlantic experience the following challenges are identified:
coordination of sector policies within the MSP, mutual comprehension of the stakes of different
actors, matching timelines of different Directives (e.g. MSP and MSFD), ranking of issues and
constraints, relocation of activities and related pressures.
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Tiina Tihlman - Coordinating maritime spatial planning and regional land use planning: the
Finnish experience
Tiina Tihlman, from the Finnish Ministry of the Environment, illustrated how local/regional land-use
and MSP planning coordinates to converge towards a coherent spatial management of Finnish sea
space. Territorial waters are part of the planning mandate of Finnish coastal municipalities. Such
municipalities are organised in regional councils; 8 of them are coastal. Statutory functions of
regional councils includes the elaboration of regional development strategies (for 20-30 years),
regional land uses plans (for 10-20 years) and regional programmes (for 3-5 years). Regional land
use plans promote the implementation of national land use guidelines and focuses on issues
relevant at the regional level. These plans meet the MSP requirements which are however only
implemented for territorial waters. They set out the general framework for the more detailed local
plans to be developed at the municipality level. Participation and assessment schemes are drawn
up at the start of the regional planning process, to define how citizens, organizations and other
interest groups can contribute to this process. SEA is fully integrated in this system, starting when
the planning process begins and is used to draft planning options and scenarios. Regional land use
plans and more detailed local plans are legally binding.

Figure 29. Hierarchy of land use plans in Finland. Presentation by Tiina Tihlman.

The added values of MSP to the land use planning system implemented at the municipality and
regional council level include: (i) extension of planning to the EEZ, (ii) a wider cooperation and
participation, e.g. including the national level, (iii) the acquisition of new knowledge, (iv) greater
attention to the potential of the entire sea area in view of blue growth, (v) higher opportunity to
implement EBA. Four MSP areas have been identified in Finland, including both EEA and territorial
waters: (1) the Gulf of Finland, (2) the Archipelago Sea and southern Bothnian Sea, (3) the northern
Bothnian Sea, Quark and Bothnian Bay and Åland. Coastal Regional Councils are in charge of
drafting and approving the plans. SEA will be fully integrated in the MSP process from the
beginning of the planning process. Maritime spatial plans are general level strategic plans and are
not legally binding. A national coordination group involving coastal regional councils and the
Ministry of the Environment (which is in charge for general development and guidance of MSP and
of cooperation with neighbouring countries) has been set up to develop the MSP plans. The State
has responsibilities on the EEZ, thus opinion on the MSP on such zone must be asked to the
Ministry of the Foreign Affairs. Coordination is also strengthened through a national MSP web
network which can be joined by all interested in MSP. Moreover, a national maritime portal is being
developed. MSP plans will be drafted jointly through the portal also to improve their mutual
coherence.
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Shona Turnbull - MSP in the Pentland Firth and Orkney Waters: the importance of regional
plans
Presentation by Shona Turnbull - The Highland Council – focused on a pilot MSP plan developed in
two of Scotland’s marine regions (North Highland and Orkney) to test the sub-national statutory
MSP process. Scotland’s National Marine Plan (NMP) covers both inshore (0-12 nm) and offshore
(12-200 nm) marine waters. Beneath NMP statutory regional marine plans may be developed for 11
marine regions. Whilst the NMP was being developed, the pilot plan of Pentland Firth and Orkney
Waters (PFOW) was produced to assess how a statuary regional marine plan could be developed.
PFOW has been identified to pilot the MSP process as three blue growth sectors are key for the
area: tourism, renewables and aquaculture. Both Orkney and the North Highland coast are key
tourist designations and the area is world-renowned for the development of wave and tidal
renewable energy. There is significant growth of aquaculture in Scotland but the NMP bans
development of fin-fish farms on the North and East coast mainland, putting additional pressure on
the islands and mainland west coast.
PFOW plan is a cog in a wider mechanism of marine planning, as it was developed in parallel with
the NMP for Scotland, published in 2015. Both plans had to go through similar processes of
stakeholder engagement. Given the scale of the plan, the national level focused on more strategic
issues, while PFOW put significant effort in engaging local stakeholders from different sectors (e.g.
aquaculture, renewables, conservation and school children). At the local level, it was essential to
take fully into consideration the intrinsic value people place on “their” coast and marine area; that
led to develop the so-called ‘well-being, quality of life and amenity of coastal communities’ policy.

Figure 30. The MSP process in the Pentland Firth and Orkney Waters. Presentation by Shona Turnbull.

The whole plan-making process took 4 years. Highland Council and Orkney Islands Council came
on board with Marine Scotland in 2012 producing a plan scheme. 2013 dealt with consultation on
planning issues and options; that was considered more effective than a consultation on an entire
draft plan. Indeed, this outlined the key issues thought to be important but did not include the wellbeing policy. Afterwards, detailed consultation was held in 2014, followed by the preparation of the
final plan, issued in early 2016. A ‘lessons learned’ document highlighting key tactics and pitfalls to
avoid was also produced to aid the subsequent eleven statutory regional marine plans process.
The PFOW pilot experience at the local scale: (i) allowed greater flexibility in approaches, (ii)
provided a good baseline to build future regional marine plans, including the Orkney regional
marine plan, (iii) introduced the topic of marine planning to many new audiences, (iv) showed that
working at the small sea scale allows national interests to be interpreted at the local level to reflect
local circumstances.
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Carl Dahlberg - Inter-municipal joint plan for territorial waters in northern Bohuslän, Sweden
Carl Dahlberg, from Tillväxt Bohuslän, presented the experience of the Inter-municipal joint plan for
territorial waters developed in northern Bohuslän. This is a Swedish sub-region located between
Norway and Goteborg grouping 4 small municipalities sharing similar challenges: high pressure of
development, small size and high pressure of tourism in the summer season, an archipelago with
exception natural characteristics to be preserved. These municipalities also share a tradition of
cooperation; identified common values are: nature and the country scenery, cultural and historical
assets and populated and active coastal villages.
The so-called ‘Blue Masterplan’ of northern Bohuslän covers the marine area between the coastline
and the border of Swedish territorial waters (12 nm from the baseline). The outer part of the Blue
Masterplan marine area overlaps with the geographic scope of the Swedish national MSP plan just
published some weeks ago, thus coordination is highly needed. The plan will be developed in
close cooperation with local business operators and organisations thereby providing both means
and visions for development along with an environmental focus and a non-destructive approach.
Focus areas of the Blue Masterplan are: (a) fishery, aquaculture and seafood industry, (b) tourism,
recreational and cultural activities, (c) shipping, boating, marinas and marine technologies, (d)
marine energy, research and future uses.

Figure 31. The geographic scope of the Blue Masterplan’ of northern Bohuslän. Light blue identifies areas falling only within
the inter-municipal plan; Dark blue identifies areas shared between the national MSP and the inter- municipal plan. Red line:
baseline; Red line: baseline + 1 nm. Presentation by Carl Dahlberg.

When dealing with coherence between the northern Bohuslän and the national MSP plan, the
following issues must be considered: (i) timing of the different planning processes, including
stakeholder engagement; consultation period can overlap with positive but also negative effects;
(ii) spatial overlapping between the plans and with other neighbouring plans; (iii ) scale and
required details of the planning exercise; e.g. a web tools is available for planning at the local scale
which is not available at national level; (iv) different views and strategic intentions at national and
local level, which represent one of the major constraints; (v) plan jurisdictions: in Sweden both
national and local plans are indicative.
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Annex 4 - Outcome of the working group exercises
During working group exercises, participants were divided in groups to discuss, review and
complete a pre-complied catalogue of factors (challenges and approaches) that are relevant when
planning for small sea spaces. In accordance with the workshop agenda, the working group
exercise in day 1 focused on countries possessing relatively small sea areas under their national
jurisdiction; five working groups were formed. Day 2 dealt with the discussion about MSP in small
sea areas as part of a multi-scalar approach; four working groups were in this case formed.
The following tables summarise the outcome of each group discussion. Texts in blue included in
the first and the third columns refer to pre-compiled elements of the catalogue that have been
confirmed by the group discussion, while texts in black refer to participants’ revisions and additions
to the catalogue. After the catalogue compilation, participants were invited to rank the identified
challenges: each participant used maximum three stickers to mark the most relevant challenges
according to her/his perspective. The second column (scores) includes the number of preferences
associated to each challenge. Finally, in the box at the bottom of the table any other element and
comments emphasized dusting the discussion are reported.
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Working group exercise for “MSP in small sea space jurisdictions” – Group 1
Challenges

Score

High
concentration
of
uses
and
occurrence of conflicts (as influenced by
other drivers)

2

Spatial
dynamics:
taking
temporal
dimension of spatial needs into account

-

Methods - Approaches
Guidelines and tools for conflict analysis
Co-use and multi-use of the sea space
Models
simulating
sector
and
environmental dynamics and evolution of
spatial needs
Transect planning approach (TPA)

4

Land-Sea Interactions

Other LSI practices (i.e. Malta MSP
conference
“Addressing
Land-Sea
Interactions”, June 2017)
Tool to analyse/visualize LSI (e.g. marine
business strategy at the regional level)

Possibility to leave some sea space for
future development and for future
adaptation (no need to leave the space
free; flexibility in space use is key)
Implementation
of
the
EBA
ecosystem-based adaptation

and

Co-use and multi-use of the sea space

-

5

Different uses of the same area in different
time (shifting regimes and uses)
Guidelines for EBA implementation in
MSP
Tools for cumulative impact assessment

Cross-border cooperation

1

Difficulties to accommodate all possible
uses, which might even be a driver to plan
according to real needs

-

Higher probability to involve more
stakeholders (i.e. more intense process of
stakeholder involvement)

1

Macro-regional and sea-basin strategies
and initiatives
Guidelines and common principles on
transnational experiences
Definition of clear priorities
Strategic vs detailed planning
Web-based tools to collect and process
stakeholder input

Other comments
MSP in small sea space generally implies a more detailed planning, which is both a need and a
benefit of the process.
Data availability can be higher when the area to cover is smaller, thus representing an advantage
when dealing with MSP in small sea spaces.
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Working group exercise for “MSP in small sea space jurisdictions” – Group 2
Challenges
High
concentration
of
uses
and
occurrence of conflicts. This challenge
might be better specified as: "Heavily
used areas whit different colliding
interests and different stakeholders"

Score

Methods - Approaches
Guidelines and tools for conflict analysis

2

Co-use and multi-use of the sea space
Regime of uses clearly described in the
MSP plan
Models simulating sector dynamics and
evolution of spatial needs

Spatial
dynamics:
taking
temporal
dimension of spatial needs into account

1

Regime of uses clearly described in the
MSP
plan,
including
temporal
management measures for certain uses
and activities (e.g. touristic ones)
Transect planning approach (TPA)

Land-Sea Interactions

-

Other LSI practices (i.e. Malta MSP
conference
“Addressing
Land-Sea
Interactions”, June 2017)

Possibility to leave some sea space free

1

Co-use and multi-use of the sea space
Guidelines for EBA implementation in
MSP

Implementation of the EBA

7

Tools for cumulative impact assessment
Knowledge and sensitivity mapping
Data sharing

Cross-border cooperation

3

No space to spread functions (and secure
safety of navigation at the same time)

4

Macro-regional and sea-basin strategies
and initiatives
Guidelines and common principles on
transnational experiences

Other comments
Regarding the first challenge, it was noted that high density of activities may be the result of
environmental constraints or because of the high number of activities all concentrating on a small
sea area. Implementation of EBA is critical for all countries, not only for those with small sea
spaces. The real challenge is whether “nature conservation” is taken as something fundamental of
the MSP process (in line with the EBA) or is restricted to protected areas’ management (and
therefore treated like a sector)
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Working group exercise for “MSP in small sea space jurisdictions” – Group 3
Challenges
High
concentration
occurrence of conflicts

Score
of

uses

and

Spatial
dynamics:
taking
temporal
dimension of spatial needs into account

7
-

Methods - Approaches
Guidelines and tools for conflict analysis
Co-use and multi-use of the sea space
Models simulating sector dynamics and
evolution of spatial needs
Transect planning approach (TPA)

Land-Sea Interactions

5

Other LSI practices (i.e. Malta MSP
conference
“Addressing
Land-Sea
Interactions”, June 2017)

Possibility to leave some sea space free

4

Co-use and multi-use of the sea space

-

Guidelines for EBA implementation in
MSP

Implementation of the EBA

Tools for cumulative impact assessment

Cross-border cooperation

5

More intense process of stakeholder
involvement (and more potential conflicts)

-

Macro-regional and sea-basin strategies
and initiatives
Guidelines and common principles on
transnational experiences

Other comments
Achievement of the 10% Aichi target on marine protected areas might be more challenging for
countries with small sea space, also considering the first challenge listed above.
The importance to preserve part of the sea space as “free” also depends on the overall approach
of the MSP plan, e.g. large scale stocktake and “strategic plan”, identifying “hot spot” areas for
which more detailed plans are needed.
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Working group exercise for “MSP in small sea space jurisdictions” – Group 4
Challenges

Score

Methods - Approaches
Guidelines and tools for conflict analysis

High
concentration
occurrence of conflicts

of

uses

and

Co-use and multi-use of the sea space

7

Technological innovation
Ranking/prioritisation of uses
Trade off analysis

Spatial
dynamics:
taking
temporal
dimension of spatial needs into account

1

Models simulating sector dynamics and
evolution of spatial needs
Models simulating seasonal patterns of
uses and environmental processes
Transect planning approach (TPA)

Land-Sea Interactions

4

Other LSI practices (i.e. Malta MSP
conference
“Addressing
Land-Sea
Interactions”, June 2017)

Possibility to leave some sea space free

-

Co-use and multi-use of the sea space

2

Guidelines for EBA implementation in
MSP

Implementation of the EBA

Tools for cumulative impact assessment

Cross-border cooperation

6

Extensive
outreach
of
stakeholder
involvement and consultation (including
at local level)

3

Integration of different policy objectives

-

Climate change adaptation and mitigation

1

Macro-regional and sea-basin strategies
and initiatives
Guidelines and common principles on
transnational experiences

Use of common indicators (e.g. MSFD
indicators) to measure progress towards
shared goals

Other comments: The implementation of EBA implies integration and reconciliation of multiple
policies and directives dealing with this approach. Also for this reason the new challenge “integration of
different policy objectives” has been identified. Temporal management of activities can help dealing
with various challenges, e.g. including planning solutions which prevent incompatible activities from
occurring at same time and allowing them at different times of the year.
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Working group exercise for “MSP in small sea space jurisdictions” – Group 5
Challenges

Score

Methods - Approaches
Guidelines and tools for conflict analysis

High
concentration
occurrence of conflicts

of

uses

and

4

Co-use and multi-use of the sea space,
also with relevance to ecosystem
protection
Conflict score and other tools (e.g. those
developed within Adriplan project)

Spatial
dynamics:
taking
temporal
dimension of spatial needs into account

2

Models simulating sector dynamics and
evolution of spatial needs
Adaptive planning approach
Transect planning approach (TPA)

Land-Sea Interactions

3

Other LSI practices (i.e. Malta MSP
conference
“Addressing
Land-Sea
Interactions”, June 2017)
Co-use and multi-use of the sea space

Possibility to leave some sea space free;
i.e. space for future planning

-

Flexible and adaptive planning, including
reversibility of assignment of maritime
uses
Guidelines for EBA implementation in
MSP

Implementation of the EBA

4

Tools for cumulative impact assessment
Tools for MPAs connectivity
Cross-border cooperation at sub-regional
and macro-regional level
Macro-regional and sea-basin strategies
and initiatives

Cross-border cooperation

7

Guidelines and common principles on
transnational experiences
Start
and
support
cooperation with projects

cross-border

Other comments: Relevance of LSI does not only depend on the size of the sea space, but is
significantly influenced by the coastline length, the coast morphology and the density of uses both on
land and at sea. The following elements were highlighted in relation to EBA implementation: (i)
relevance of ecological connectivity, (ii) challenge in matching the 10% Aichi target on marine
protected areas, (iii) need for a cross-border approach to EBA to properly take in consideration the
scale of an ecosystem and its functions.
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Working group exercise for “Multi-scalar approach to MSP” – Group 1
Challenges
Implementation of the EBA
Identification of hotspot areas (including lack
of common criteria to be used in the MSP
process)

Score
3

Methods - Approaches
Guidelines for EBA implementation in MSP
Tools for cumulative impact assessment
Application of the subsidiarity principle in MSP

1

Clear definition of common criteria for the
identification of hotspot areas
Multi-level governance schemes (vertical and
horizontal integration)
Cross-sector governance schemes

Integrated governance

6

Pilot case test integrated governance schemes
(e.g. in Emilia-Romagna region, see Andrea
Barbanti’s presentation in Annex 3)
Common visions or strategies
Multi-scalar MSP data infrastructures

Data coherence and resolution

-

Links between national and sub-national data
infrastructures
Common procedures and tools to homogenise
data

Integrated planning process and coherence of
plans

Common visions or strategies
5

Coherence in stocktaking and use of common
tools
Tools to support multi-scalar dialogue (e.g.
web-based tools)

Multi-scalar stakeholder engagement

-

Capitalisation of transnational experiences (as
recommendations and handbooks)
Common engagement on different inter-linked
processes (e.g. MSP and MSFD)

Coherence with land-based plans and related
actions (which might be related to the difficulty
of making people aware of the relevance of LSI
at the small scale)

4

Capacity to implement the MSP plan, including
also the capacity to mobilize the needed
economic resources

-

Available LSI approaches and practices

Other comments: During the discussion it was pointed out that EBA implementation is a cross-cutting issue
affecting many others, which is however difficult to explain in a concrete form to local-scale stakeholders. The
process towards data coherence can and shall move in two directions, from national to local (top-down) and
the other way around (bottom-up).
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Working group exercise for “Multi-scalar approach to MSP” – Group 2
Challenges

Implementation of the EBA

Score

5

Methods - Approaches
Guidelines for EBA implementation in
MSP
Tools for cumulative impact assessment
Cumulative pressure assessment

Identification of hotspot areas

-

Application of the subsidiarity principle in
MSP
Cumulative pressure assessment

Integrated governance

4

Multi-level governance schemes (vertical
and horizontal integration)
Cross-sector governance schemes
Multi-scalar MSP data infrastructures

Data coherence and resolution

1

Links between national and sub-national
data infrastructures
National data collection programmes (e.g.
those under MSFD)
Common visions or strategies

Integrated
planning
process
and
coherence of plans (including horizontal
coordination between same level plans)

3

Coherence in stocktaking and use of
common tools
National coordination body
National review of local plans (so they are
not in conflict with national interests)

Multi-scalar stakeholder engagement

4

Land-Sea Interactions (in particular
different authorities for land and sea, that
might act at different scales)

3

Tools to support multi-scalar dialogue
(e.g. web-based tools)
Capitalisation of transnational experiences
(as recommendations and handbooks)
Same authorities for both land and sea
planning

Other comments: In relation to EBA, it was pointed out that environmental issues should be
considered at all levels; sea-basin scale is however very important to ensure transboundary
relevant issues are properly addressed. In some cases national interests do not match with local
ones, hindering vertical integration. A national coordination body can help ensuring coherence
among all levels of planning.
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Working group exercise for “Multi-scalar approach to MSP” – Group 3
Challenges

Score

Implementation of the EBA

-

Identification of hotspot areas

-

Methods - Approaches
Guidelines for EBA implementation in MSP
Tools for cumulative impact assessment
Application of the subsidiarity principle in MSP
Multi-level governance schemes (vertical and
horizontal integration)

Integrated governance

8

Cross-sector governance schemes
ICZM as good practice of integrated
governance (e.g. in some Mediterranean
countries)
Multi-scalar MSP data infrastructures

Data coherence and resolution

-

Links between national and sub-national data
infrastructures
Common visions or strategies

Integrated planning process and coherence of
plans

5

Coherence in stocktaking and use of common
tools
Adaptive planning approach

Multi-scalar stakeholder engagement

Different motivations and ambitions at
different scales (who benefits out of MSP
planning at different scales?)

2

9

Tools to support multi-scalar dialogue (e.g.
web-based tools)
Capitalisation of transnational experiences (as
recommendations and handbooks)
Adaptive planning approach: various iterations
of the process might lead to better
understanding of different concerns and
motivations
Transparent identification of benefits

Trust between different authorities (local to
national and the other way around)

3

Adaptive planning approach: increasing trust
through an open and transparent engagement
and discussion based on multiple iteration of
the process

Other comments: No matter what specific scale the plan focuses on, all the other scales should be taken
onto consideration in any case. Even if a plan is developed at the local level with high resolution, other
planning levels shall be considered, including a clear understanding of benefits and stakes. Vertical and
horizontal integration among plans is therefore very important. However, this process should be matched by
integrated governance, which is a key factor for addressing mismatch of scales as well. Integrated planning
and integrated governance shall go hand-in-hand.
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Working group exercise for “Multi-scalar approach to MSP” – Group 4
Challenges

Score

Methods - Approaches
Guidelines for EBA implementation in
MSP

1

Implementation of the EBA

Tools for cumulative impact assessment
Capitalization of available
from national level initiatives

2

Identification of hotspot areas

Integrated governance, including clear
identification responsibilities

knowledge

Application of the subsidiarity principle in
MSP
Comparison of
vulnerabilities

spatial

needs

with

Multi-level governance schemes (vertical
and horizontal integration), as multi-level
committee

5

Cross-sector governance schemes
Pilot cases on integrated governance, also
enabling people understanding the
importance of the concept
Multi-scalar MSP data infrastructures

4

Data coherence and resolution

Integrated
planning
coherence of plans

process

Multi-scalar stakeholder engagement

and

Links between national and sub-national
data infrastructures
Common visions or strategies

1

8

Coherence in stocktaking and use of
common tools
Tools to support multi-scalar dialogue
(e.g. web-based tools)
Capitalisation of transnational experiences
(as recommendations and handbooks)

Other comments: In relation to some of the above listed challenges the following elements were
highlighted: (i) in some cases implementation of EBA is taken into account at a larger scale (e.g.
national or even macro-regional) and an additional effort at local scale might not be needed; (ii)
local scale processes (e.g. in hotspot areas) can inform planning process at an higher level; (iii)
different perceptions and values are relevant at different scales and need to be integrated into the
multi-scale governance scheme; integrated governance also implies integration of people needs
and aims, towards a common vision/strategy – the concept is highly important also for coherence
among plans; (iv) multi-scalar engagement shall consider all levels since the early phases of the
MSP process.
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